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PLANS ANNOUNCED FOR NEW POST OFFICE
Site Not Yff Selected For
New Mail Facility In Murray

Operations In Cambodia TermedITAwsolv nti undeentsofNamed Morehead, Western To Go
Complete Success By President 'Art Scholarships Here On Tri-Semesters In Fall

Two winners have been namPlans for a new main post program to completely moderned to receive the Annette
Ey EUGENE V. RUSHER
office at Murray, were announc- ize the postal service. This buildMOREHEAD, Ky. (UPI) — is set for Jan. 11 and classes
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pre- Schmidt Memorial Art Scholar- Morehead and Western Ken- for Jan. 14. The semester will
ed today by Postmaster General ing will, in the long run, save
money for the American tax-.
sident Nixon claimed complete ship sponsored by the Creative tucky state universities will end May 7.
Winton M. Blount.
payers because it will enable
success for his controversial Arts Department of the Murray open with new academic calend- Registration at Western Ken"President Nixon wants the us to operate more efficiently."
Cambodian operations Wednes- Woman's Club.
ars next August, and Eastern tucky will begin Aug. 22 and
American people to have the
Marianna Marshall and Phil- Kentucky University, Richmond, clues will open Aug. 31. The
A 43,255 square foot site will
day night and announced the
best postal service in the be sought for the new building.
United States ha:.resumed lip H. James, both of Louisville, is expected to follow suit next semester will extend to Dec.
world," Blount said. "New build- The site will be selected for its
withdrawing its troops from will receive the amount of $100 Year, it was disclosed Wednes- 19. Second semester registration
ings such as this will help Ins convenience to the public and
each. Both will be seniors at day.
Vietnam.
will start Jan. 13 followed by,
to realize that goal.
for its operational advantages
Another 30,000 Americans Murray State University this
The new schedule will give classes Jan. 18. The term will
"This project is but one facet to the postal service.
will be out of Vietnam by Oct. fall.
the schools earlier opening and end May 14.
of the Nixon Administration's
Miss Marshall plans to spec- closing dates similar to those in Eastern's plan is subject to
The new building is to proReading the other day that "Al- 15, he said, in a resumption of
vide 10,271 square feet of inthough college students hove his program to reduce by half ialize in commercial art and oc- use at the Uni;arsity of Ken- acceptance by the board of reterior space, plus 675 square
been rioting and school teach- the US. military force there cupational therapy. She is plan- tucky and the University of Lou- gents. It calls for fall registraning to work in mental health isville.
Dr. James A. Parr
feet of platform area. There will
ers have been striking, most within the next year.
tion to start Aug. 28 and classes
this has using her art work.
"I can now state
be 18,150 square feet for parkpublic-school pupils have been
The biggest improvement is to begin Sept. 2. The semester
James will specialize in edu- elimination of the long holiday would end Dec. 22. The spring
ing and maneuvering of postal
obeying the law. It will take a been the most successful operUaleird Pries lAtermatioul
vehicles.
while to educate them proper- ation of this long and very dif- cation and teaching and plans break just before semester ex- schedule calls for registration
ly."
ficult war," Nixon told a nat- to teach in secondary schools.
The present building has 12,aminations, according to offi- starting Jan. 1I—and classes
ionwide radio and television auinterior area,
Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer, chair- cials of the universities.
starting Jan. 13. The semester
West Kentucky: Cloudy to 281 square feet of
man of the scholarship commitOur hem* has been in an up- dience.
420 square feet of platform and
Morehead President Adron would end May 8.
Much
partly
not
and
cloudy
roar for several days. People Basing his assessments on the tee, and yn. Macon Blanken- Doran said the new schedule,
Dr. James A. Parr, chairman temperature change through 5,152 square feet for parking
going and coming like cry. reports he received Sunday in 1Sitip, chairman of the depart- with the spring semester ending
of Modern Foreign Languages Friday. Chance of showers or and maneuvering. The post ofWife says to us: "do you know California from his top field ment, said both of these wins-. in early May, will give students
at the University, has resigned occasional iferiods of light rain fice will vacate the present
what's going on?" and we says commander, Gen. Creighton W. era were outstanding art.,..stud- more time to find summer jobs,
his position effective August 31, and a few thundershowers main- building after the new one is
no. And we says just keep your Abrams, Nixon said the major ents. Mrs. Ken Adams is the cut travel expenses by combinto accept an associate profess- ly north and east portions to- completed.
cool and maybe things will slow military objectives of the Cam- new chairman of the depart- ing the semester break with the
orship in the Department of day and over area tonight and
Blount said the decision to
down soon. And maybe they bodian thrusts had now been a- ment for the coming year.
Spanish and Portuguese at the Friday morning. High today in have a new building constructChristmas vacation, and allow
chieved and all Americans, inwill.
faculty members more time to
One person was reported in- University of Southern Califor- 70s. Low tonight mid 50s to low ed was made only after it was
cluding advisers and supply perprepare new courses between jured in a two car traffic acci- nia. Los Angeles.
60s. Highs Friday 704. Winds determined that remodeling the
1-11se the fellow who WU all sonnel, will be out of Cambodia
semesters.
dent last night at 8:45 at the
mostly easterly 6-14 present facility or the use of
today
had
he
the
by
June 30 deadline
down in the dumps because of
another existing building would
Western and Eastern officials intersection of South 8th and
Parr has been at Murray State m.p
his hard luck and a man told earlier set.
not be feasible.
gave similar reasons for the Poplar Streets, according to the since 1964. He has served as
Bombing Raids To Halt
him "don't worry, it could get
The Postmaster General said
schedule change.
report filed by the investigat- faculty sponsor of Alpha Chi
Bombing raids also will halt
worse", and sure enough, it
the building will be constructed
Murray State is expected to ing officers of the Murray Po and Sigma Delta Pi national
then, he said, but will be redid.
make the change at the fall lice Department.
scholastic honoraries; presi- Sunset today, 8:01, sunrise under the Department's lease
sumed "if necessary to protect
terra of 1971. The change in calprogram, thus
construction
dent of the local AAUP; secre- Fridity; 3:37.
Peoria,
of
De you know who is on the the lives and security of our
Ruth E. Wilkins
endar is currently under discuskeeping it on the local tax rolls.
tary of the Kentucky ConferH.
John
Mrs.
(Alma)
Bradley
Vietnam."
Ordway
Well,
South
in
forces
Supreme Court today?
III., now residing in
sion here.
Plans and specifications for
ence of the AAUP; a member
Hoping to head off a Senate of Dyersburg, Tenn., mother of
here is a list giving the name
Morehead's fall registration Hall Dormitory, Murray State of the national council of Althe new building, as well as
Rev.
S.
John
of
Bradley
Almo,
of the justices, their age and
is scheduled Aug. 24 and classes University, was treated for a pha Chi; a member of the Combidding forms and other pertdied Wednesday at 10:90 pm. will start Aug. 27 The
the president who appointed
term will laceration to the right temple mission on Manpower of the
inent data, will be made avail(Continued on Rack Page)
the
at
Parkview Hospital, Dy- end Dec. 19.
them.
Spring registration and multiple contusions at the Modern Language Association;
able to prospective bidders.
ersburg.
emergea7 room of the Murray- and is presently a candidate for
The site option will be asHospital.
Warren E. Burger, Chief JustCounty
Calloway
signed to the successful bidder,
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
election to the Executive Coin
Survivors are her husband,
ice. age 62. Nixon. Hugo L
Cars involved were a 1966 mittee of the Association of De- The Vacation Church School who will purchase the land, conJohn H. Bradley of Dyersburg.
'Pontiac two door hardtop dri- partments of Foreign Languages will be bald at the Martin's struct the building to postal re
(Continued on leek Paps)
Tenn.; two sons, Rev. John S. Shirley Prince of
Chapel United Methodist Church quirements, and lease it to the
Bradley of Almo and Robert M. Route One was treated -ssit-g; ven by Tommy Wayne Gargus of the MLA.
starting Monday, June 8, and Department.
Bradley of Dyersburg, Tenn.; emergency room of the Murray- of 1104 Mulberry Street, Maralso
has
He
directed
three
Calloway
County
Hospital
on
door
two
Opel
ray,
1967
a
and
An effort was made in rethrough Friday, June
continuing
four
grandchildren.
Funeral services for Bobbie
Wednesday at 4:55 p.m. She suf- owned by Sharon Petty of Hopk- summer institutes for teachers 12.
cent years to build a new postJacque Marvin, age 46, will be
fered multiple contusions :n a inaville and driven by Miss of Spanish sponsored by the
office here in Murray and a
held Friday at 10:90 am. at the
U.S. Office of Education
Funeral services will be held car accident, hospital au:horit- Wilkins.
The school will be held from site was actually selected. This
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
one to 3:30 p.m. daily through- site is directly north of the forFuneral Home with Rev. A. M. at the Bryant's Chapel United ies said.
Police said Miss Wilkins was
Methodist Church, Syersburg, on
Thomas officiating.
going north on South 8th Street Dr. Parr holds the BA. and out the week. All ages are in- mer Superior Laundry on North
Fourth Street
Active pallbearers will be Friday at two p.m. with Rev.
PETS AVAILABLE
and ran the stop sign colliding MA. degrees from Ohio Unt vited.
When the site of the new
James Ross, Danny Ross, Ron- Jimmy Calhoun officiating.
with the Gargus car going weld versity and the Ph.D. from the
postoffice was announced, hownie Ross, Larry Harris, Larry
University of Pittsburgh He is
Wilkins
Miss
two
Mrs.
Street.
Bobby
has
Poplar
Joe
on
Sims
Whitnell
Harmon
diris
Mrs.
Burial will be in the Dyersever, a strong protest cams
a member of Phi Beta Kappa
Kenneth Sinclair, son of Mr. Bell, L D. Flora, L D. Cathay, burg
Cemetery with the arrange collie puppies and two kittens told the police that she was not honorary and of the MLA, ector of the school and said to from the business community
available as pets for p-..rsons. used to driving a straight shift
and Its. Ray Sinclair of Mur- and Alvis Jones. Honorary pall- merits by the
is
transportation
call her if
Curry Funeral
and the project was abandoned
They are all about eight weeks car and couldn't stop for the AATSP and AAUP.
ray, in Cajamarca, Peru. serv- bearers will be Pat Shea, De- Home, Dyersburg,
needed.
Tenn, whore
It is not known whether the
old. Phone 435-4782 for further intersection, according to the
ing with the United States Peace wey Wilkinson, Potts Russell, friends may call.
will be located in
postoffiee
Carlos Elkins, Solon ShackelCorps.
information.
police report.
the downtown area within walkHis family has talked with ford, Frank Wainscott, Glen
was
car
Damage to the Gargus
ing distance of the court square,
the Peace Corps and said that Harris, and Melvin Miller.
or whether it will be located
on the front end and to the
their son had been accounted Interment will be in the MurWilkinson car on the right side.
centrally between the three mafor in the survivors of the earth- ray Cemetery with the arrangeDamage was also reported to
jor business districts of the
quake that struck the country ments by the J. H. Churchill
the no parking sign at the incity.
Funeral Home where friends
on Sunday.
tersection and the wire fence
Sinclair, a graduate of Mur- may call.
Friends and neighbors of was taken- ralkiiving the accidaround the football field at Charles Hugh (Buddy) Irvin who ent.
Marvin died of injuries suray State University, is teaching
High School.
Those attending or contributwas critically injured in a car
in a Girls Catholic College in stained in a car and truck acMary Jane Harris of Paxton 'away Club got a hole-in-one. Murray
Cajamarca, 400 miles north of cident on Highway 94 on Tues- Part, Paducah, was the chaosWinner of the George Hart Tuesday morning at 9:25 an- and tractor accident on May 6, ing were Hildred Paschall, Hesday at 10:15 p.m. His death at pionship of the George Hart Me- trephy for the fire nine was other traffic accident was in- met at the Irvin farm on Thurs- ter Charlton, Bee Guthrie, Cecil
Lima, Peru.
Spann, Cy Miller, Danny Chem
Mrs. Ruby Farmer of Murray 11:15 p.m. Tuesday came at the morial Ladle's Invitational Golf the medalist Mary Jane Halts vestigated by the police be- day, May 28, for work.
tween a 1968 Chevrolet four The group, composed of 57 Ion, John Tom Taylor, .,Emmil
Laid her granddaughter, Miss Murray-Calloway County Hospi- lloausiament held for the third of Patton Park.
persona„.. plowed, -Mired,.griad Kay, Preston-Italia...Int
- The team -trophy given by Al door -sechns---airiven lay Judith Foraerr daughter-of Mr,
year at-ther. Coilovray
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Ccasstry Club.
and Mrs. Fulton Farmer of
Lindsey in memory of the late Lorente Townsend of Mayfield planted the corn and soy beans phreyer Paul Dunn, Hoyt I
Frankfort, is working at the Juanita Marvin of Murray Route
Mrs. Harris had a wore of Dorothy Holland was Won by Route One and a 1970 Ford May- on the farm. They also sprayed son, Clarris Wilson, Xdolph
British American Hospital in Six; parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har- 81. Runnecup was &ausndre Ed- Paxton Part of Paducah with a erick driven by Joe Brooks the corn and did other odd jobs Sheridan, Glen Edwin Paschall, Agricultural Agents, District
around the farm. Thirty-one C. L Valentine, Willie Owen
the Department of Investigation old Marvin of Murray Route Six; wards of the Murray Oaks Club total of 386.
Whipple of LaCenter,
three sons, Jacque, South 10th with a score of 94.
Vinson, Marvin Jones, Novie Supervisors and Regional Dirtractors were used.
at Lima, Peru.
parkwas
car
Townsend
Atof
Richard
Murray,
Street,
The
exhave
family
Mr. Irvin's
Adams, Hugh Miller, and J. L ectors of the Cooperative ExOther- winners in the chamMiss Farmer has not been
tension Service of Puerto Rice
ed on the north side of Main pressed their thanks to the men Adams.
heard from since the earth- lanta, Ga., and Larry of Doug- pionship flight were Louella
Street, started to back out into who did the work and for other
Others were Herdrell Stock- are visiting in the Purchase
quake, but as Lima was not lasville, Ga.; two brothers, Bill, Ogden, Henderson, 88, third, and
the street, and hit the Whipple kindnesses shown. Mr. Irvin is dale, M. W. Henry, Stan Key, Area today, June 4, to study
struck too bad, it is thought she College Terrace, Murray, and Ruth Snider, Henderson, 90,
car going east on Main Street still in the Intensive Care Unit Buster Paschall, Paul A. Limit- educational programs being conHarold, Jr., Mansfield, Ohio.
fourth.
is all right.
First flight winners were Dot
The Amos Christie Award in according to the police report. of the Baptist Memorial Hospi- er, Buck Dunn, John Latimer, ducted in the area by the Um-41
No damage was reported tc tal, Memphis, Tenn., where be Adolphus Myers, Ronnie Beane, versity of Kentucky and TVA..
Herron, Henderson, 87, first, Pediatrics, given in honor of
Officials of the Agricultural ReTownsend car, but t he
the
Professor
Frances
Christie,
and
Purdam
Joe
Betty
Dr. Amos
Govie Ward, Buren Poyner, Tol.
source Development Branch of
Hulse, Calloway Club, 92, se- Emeritus at Vanderbilt Univer- Whipple car was damaged on
bert Story, Herman Schrader,
TVA will accompany the group.
cane and third, and Mary An- sity, was awarded to Miss Lu- the left back fender.
J. R. Driver, Bill Lawrence, Dendersan, Metropolis, 93, fourth. sanne C. Lilly, daughter of Mr.
ell Paschall, Larry Harrison, Joe
While in the Area the group
The.second flight winners and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, 500 S. 16th
Simpson, Jimmy Dale Erwin,
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowker, partment of the Murray Wowill be given a tour of farms
were
Carol
Calloway,
Hibbard,
recently
Murray,
Puchall,
Elisha
Gerald
Street,
Orr,
1601 Keeneland, have been a- man's Club.
where educational demonstra94, first, Barbara Mitchell, The award was presented at
warded the "June Yard of the
The annual homecoming and Rex Williams, James Rogers, tions are now being conducted
The brick home is located on
94,
Princeton,
second,
Betty
University
Make
Vanderbilt
the
Erwin, and Jerry Jones.
Month" plaque in the contest a spacious rolling corner lot.
Memorial day services will be
results of previous testAlso attending were Perry or see
sponsored by the Garden De- The high porch has ideal plant- Lawry, Calloway, 100, third, and School of Medicine Recognitifill
Max as. Hurt, on nurray, was held at the Coles Camp Ground
demonstrations. Farms to be
thus
Orr,
101,
Calloway,
fourMax
HerBrandon,
Boyd
Parks,
Ceremony held on May 31.
and
on
Rotarians
Church
Methodist
12,000
United
the
ing of Japanese holly inter- th.
among
visited are. James Tucker, Deiman Roach, George James, Ed
spered with azaleas with a hemguests from more than 60 coun- Sunday, June 7.
ry Farm, Calloway County;
Holland,
L
Wilton
J.
Crow,
corthe
an61st
Presion
Sparks,
M.
cedar
Dr. Harry
lock and white
tries who attended the
James Flood Dairy Farm, Graves
PARK LEAGUE
Alice
Mary
Smith,
Murray
Ruh
Buren
Paschall,
Spann,
ners.
nual Convention of Rotary In- dent of Murray State UniverCounty; Edward Englert VegetErwin, Steve Erwin, and Calvin
Evergreen trees, flowering Oaks, 104, was first place winAll boys in Park League base- ternational from May 31 to June sity will be the guest speaker Key. The family thanked others able and Plant Farm, McCrackthird
the
in
Others
ner
flight.
at 11:00 am. Sunday School will
trees, and Oriental trees are
4 in Atlanta, Ga.
en County; and the Vodra Hobb.:
Congressman Frank A. Stub- scattered in an informal manner were Millie Helene, Henderson, ball who have not been assigned
Hurt, a member of the Ro- precede this service at 1000 whose names may have been Strawberry Farm in Carlisle
tc
asked
a
to
team
are
or
coach
104.
Betty
second,
Thompson,
blefield today announced a Ru over the lawn. One bird bath is
omitted.
acwas
Murray,
of
Club
tary
County. At noon the group will
park at
ral Electrification Administra- surrounded by golden privet Murray Oaks, 105, third, and be at the Park League
companoied by his wife. Muria. Dinner will be served at noon
hear a report on the applied retion loan in the amount of and red barberry as framing Lucy Staggers, Village Greens, six p.m. on Friday, June 5. A It was the first Rotary conven- and them will be singing besearch work in West Kentucky
parent should accompao each
$667,000 to West Kentucky Au- ;slants. These are kept well fourth.
CITED
TWO
aftertion he has attended since he ginning at 1:30 in the
by Mr. Rankin Powell and Mr
Fourth flight winners wens boy.
ral Electric Cooperative Corpor- trimmed which makes them
joined the worldwide service noon.
Charles Wyatt, Area Agronomy
Finch,
Ann
Hopkineville,
HIE,
ation. based in Mayfield.
Two persons were cited by Specialists, University of KenEveryone is invited to attend
more colorful, according to the
association.
first, Glassy Varine, Village
Among the convention high- A special invitation is given to the Murray Police Department tucky.
SUPPER MEETING
The Corporation serves Caland
third,
115,
Greens,
Margaret
(Continued on sack Pagel
lights were major addresses con- all singers and all persons in- yesterday and last night. They
Tidwell, Murray Oaks, 116, fourloway, Graves, Carlisle, HickThe United Methodist Men of cerning life in the future, fight- terested in the upkeep of the were one for public drunken. Area Extension Specialist
th.
man and Marshall counties.
ness and one for driving while und County Extension Ager
Named in the fifth flight were Bethel, Brooks Chapel, and In- ing organized crime, and how cemetery.
Intoxicated and improper re in the Purchase Area will e
Congressman Stubblefield said
ifinternational
TEMPLE HILL LODGE
affects
youth
Methodist
dependence
United
Betty Hinton, Calloway, 116,
that the loan will finance 49
gistration.
lain.
company the group On the farm
Churches
Wives
honor
will
their
first, Effie Phillips, Hickman
NOW YOU KNOW
miles of distribution line to
Temple Hill Lodge No. 27E County,
tour to discuss the programs el
second, Wilma Mil- and members of the Women's
serve 1,030 new consumers and F & 'A.M. will meet in regular
KITTENS FREE
the Kentucky Extension Service
•
FREE PETS
ler 123. third, and Dorothy Wil• Society of Christian Service
International
Press
Wilted
by
it will also finance system im- communication on Saturday,
and TVA.
with a supper at captain's-kit•
hams, 131, fourth.
- The largest known flowers in
provements including I miles June 6 at 7:30 p.m. All mem
On Friday, June 8, the Ow
chen in Saturday. June 6, at
One male cat and one male the world belong to the genus Kittens, part Siamese, six
of new tie line and conyirdon bers are urged" to be present
Low putts went to Alice Ra- seven p.m. All members .are kitten, age nine weeks old,
are ratfleets; native Of Malaya weeks old, are free to persons will visit the Land Between lb,
of Xi miles of existing line Mi ad visitors are welicsme to at- dom, Calloviay, with a score of urged to meet at the re.t.Jurant tree to
persons for pets. For in- which are reported to grow to a for pets. For further informat- Lakes National Recreational'
related facilities.
27. Nancy Fandrich of the Cal for the supper.
tent
Area.
ion call 753-6616. •
formation call 4115-11411.
width et three feet.
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Dr. lanes A. Parr
To Teach In California

WEATHER REPORT

One Injured In
Traffic Accident

in-
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11851
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Rev. John Bradley's
Mother Succumbs At
Dyersburg Hospital

Martin's Chapel Church
Plans vacation School

Bobbie Jacque Marvin
Funeral Rites Friday

Kenneth Sinclair
In Earthquake
In Peru Sunday

Friends Of Charles Hugh Irvin,
Injured In Accident, Do Work

Mary Jane Harris Medalist Of
George Hart Golf Tournament

Tucker Farm Being
Visited By Puerto
Midair —

Miss Lilly Receives
Award At Vanderbilt

Bowker Home Named As Yard
Of Month By Woman's Club

Max Hurts Attend
Rotary Convention

Loans Approved For
Rural Electric Co.

122.

>

Homecoming At Coles
Camp Ground Is Sunday

•
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

C
Sites for the proposal low rental housing project were revealed
last night at the itirray City Council. They will be on Cherry
and Pine Streets, accievillig to L. D. Miller, executive director.
Marine Pvt,, Roy L. Edwards of Almo Route One completed
recruit training May 24 at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island ,S. C.
Members of the Jackson Purchase Historical Society will tour
areas of Lyon County to be inundated after the completion of
Barkley Darn.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert William Halts announce the engagement
of their only daughter, Sara Lynn, to Richard Harold Stout, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morris Stout.

20 Years Aao Today
IALUOIllt a TIMES FILE

Approximately 65 physicians are expected to gather in Murray
June 6 to hear Marion F. Beard, M. D., Louisville ,specialist
in hematology, talk at a dinner of the First Councilor District
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
About 20 boys of Boy Scout Troop 45 here will attend Camp
Pakentuck in Ozark, 111., June 1844.
All the cage stars, with the exception of one, have arrived for
the second annual North-South basketball game on June 10.
Vacation Bilge Schools are now in progress at First Baptist
Church, Murray Church of Christ, and Memorial Baptist Church.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
-

mUREAY, KENTUCKY

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

Biological Clocks
Now and again the fact that
our bodies have mysterious but
real biological- docks, &WM
processes that deal with time,
news.

Our moon-egramauts, for example, have had to cope with
the problem of their bodies'
clocks and resetting them to be
in time and tune with the long
voyage to the moon, the upsets to their biological rhythms
of the trip, and the physical
needs of the work periods on
the moon.
During a moon shot, the
astronauts "reset- largely by
shifting around their times for
sleeping, resting, and working
during the journey. Their normal daily cycles of rest or sleep
and being awake are thrown
off, of course, just as are those
of today's jet-plane travelers
when they fly far and fast
and change the usual' 24-hour
rhythm of living.
The timing of events within
man's body involves a rhythmic scheduling that appears to
be important to mental as well
as physical well-being. This is
why the National Institute of
Mental Health conducts and
supports an important body of
basic and clinical research investigating a wide range of biological rhytlitil problems in
both animals and humans.
Until not long ago, few instruments were available for
detecting rhythmic changes in
man or for analyzing the tremendous amounts of data necessary in "time" studies. The
computer and electronic data
systems help in handling the
vast amounts of necassary data.
At Rockland state Hospital
in New York and at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota. NIMH
grantees have developed instruments and methods that make
the study of rhythms in man's
blood-chemistry feasible.
Throughout history it has
been known that man showed
some kind of daily cycle of
activity and rest, usually called
"circadian rhythm" from the
Latin, "circa dies," meaning
"about a day." But it is only
recently that scientific interest
has expanded into what is now
a most promising area of mental health research.
It may turn out that the role
of timing in health and illness
is of critical or essential nature
and, hopefully, that measures
to help our biological clocks
can be found. In any case, it
is beginning to look as if, as
one writer puts it, tune is as
much the stuff we are made of
as is the tissue of our bones,
blood, and brain.

PERONIST VICTIM -- Pedro
Eugenio Aramburu above),l
who became president of Argentina on the ousting of
Juan Peron a decade and a
half ago, was put on trial
and sentenced to death by
firing squad after being kidnaped by Peronista, according to word from his kidA LANDLUBBER
napers. They are meting out
THORNEY, England(UPI)Officials at ri0Cal wildlife park this fate, they say, because
have traded Neptune the sea he ordered 35 persons exelion to a Bedford zoo because cuted in 1956 after his coup.
he is more of a landlubber than
a king of the deep. Five times
In the past four months
Neptune scaled a five-foot-high BUILT-IN PINUPS
fence around his pool and made
BRAMCOTE, England(UPI)
for dry land, they said. The
park received two smaller sea -Recruits arriving at the
Bramcote army camp find
lions in the trade.
pimps already pasted on their
lockers, courtesy of Sgt. Bob
Wilkinson.
Several peaks in the Peru"It's one of the most
vian Andes are more that 20,
successful ways we've found of
000 feet high. Although Lima
making the first days in the
is located on the coast, it is
army as pleasant as possible
possible to reach the Andes in for the lads,"
said Wilkinson's
a 30-m inu le drive.
superior, Maj. H, Thomas,

U.S. vs U.S.S.R.

Comparative Economic, Living Standards

NEW YORK (UPI)-An important aspect of the latest
rally that should be mentioned
was that the primary change
was in "investor psychology
rather than market fundamentals," Newton D. Zincier of E.
F. Hutton a Co. says. Until
there is a change in the
ftmdamentals Zinder believes,
"one must assume that the
current rally is primarily
technical in nature," He notes
that no base pattern has been
formed and last week's lows
not tested, adding that not until
one of these conditions occurs
"can we look upon the current
rally as the beginning of a new
bull market,"
--Despite the favorable market
conditions at the end of last
week Robert P. Colin of
Faulkner,
L Sullivan
does not
i vse that the
advance is indicative of a
"quick and Wile recovery,
similar to those of the 1950's
and 1960's." In his view, the
present "widespread social,
political and economic dislocations" point to the economy and
the securities markets "moving
Into a period of under-utilization

PROBABLY TOO •CLIION
CHESIIAM, England (UPI)Architect Peter Gray, visiting
an accident prevention display
sponsored by the Thames
Valley Police, walked through a
plate
glass
window when
leaving the exhibition, police
said. He was treated at a local
hospital and released.

Slyest arena-New
These are the comparative times worked for purchase
of the following commodities:
U.S.

U.S.S.R.

17 minutes
14 minutes
3 minutes
720 hours
15116 minutes
20 minutes
2 minutes
29 minutes
6j minutes
321 minutes
5 minutes
7 minutes
32 hours
13-1/3 hours
1 hour
414 hours
2 Minutes

Eggs, largest (1 dozen)
162 minutes
Nylon hose, inexpensive (1 pair)
196 minutes
Sugar, granulated, white (1 pound)
42 minutes
A small ear (including taxes)
5,716 hours
Ground chuck (1 pound)
89 mhuites
A pound of butter
161 minutes
A local phone call
2 minutes
Lipstick (each)
148 minutes
Detergent (1 pound)
67 minutes
Camera, bask
1,327 minutes
A subway fare
5 minutes
Electric light bulb
43 minutes
A refrigerator (small
343 hours
A man's business suit
197 hours
A man's cotton shirt
111,i hours
A man's pair of shoes (black')
49 hours
A pound of new potatoes
9 minutes
Comparisons based on average monthly take-home pay
in April, 1969, after deductions for income tax and social security Of
$119:28 for Russian worker and
6460.09 for American-worker. Prices: Moscow and
New York, April, 1969.
Source: Radio Liberty

By RAYMOND WILCOVE
U.S In 1967 exceeded the Soviet
Central Press Association Corresporidcat
The state of Tessa. (npr.
WASHINGTON-A comparison of economic and living Stand- Union in steel tonnage by 127
million to 113 million; in coal
ards of the U.S. and the Soviet Xnion reveals that
168.217.600 acres.
far in the lead in almost every important category. America is tonnage. 530 million to 456 million: in crude petroleum, 3.2
The comparison is based on information gathered by
the Na- billion to 2.1 billion barrels; in
tional Federation of Independent Business, Composed of
more electrical energy, 1.3 trillion
than 272,000 members, largely from 1967 data.
kilowatt hours to 5117 billion
The differences in the general standard of living of
and Russians is strikingly illustrated by the disclosureAmericans kwh; and in manufacturing esformer have 104 million telephones, 285 million radiosthat the tablishments,' 311.00 to 44,000.
million television sets, compared to 9.6, 81 and 23 million, and 78 There were a few areas in
respe, which the Soviet
tively
Union exceedIn housing, despite the great need in the U.S. for
• eti the U.S.. most notably in
improveme
nt
education, where the Soviets
the difference between the two
For a small car, the Russian spent 7.3 per cent of their 1965
'''nations is noteworthy. The U.S.
had 53 million dwellings for must work 1.516 hours the national income, compared to
approximately 200 million peo- American 720. A man's business 6.5 per cent in this country.
ple. whereas the Soviet Union suit requires 197 hours of work ' Other areas in which the Sohad only 17 million housing by the Russian. campared to13' viet Union surpassed the U.S.
units for more than 235 million hours here. Other comparative included: food production-85
people. As a result, more than figures a U S versus Russia ,
million tons of wheat, compared
twice as many people, on the ,In minutes, Nylon hose lone ta 46 million; 105 million tons
average. occupied a room in the pair, 14 vs. 196, white gram,- a potatoes vs. 15 million. 10
Soviet Union than in. the U.S. kited sugar one lb.i 3 vs 42, million tons of sugar vs 5
chuck tone lb 151, million; transpOrtation
rail
The comparative times ground
vs
butter lone lb., 20 vs traffic, 146 billion passenger
worked by urban dwellers in 161;89;
and a lipstick. 29 vs 148
compared
to 15 billion
miles
New York and Moscow to purThe comparisons are based on However, in automobile-truck
chase various commoditim also the average
•
monthly
take-horife
production
, the U.S. surpassed
reveals startling differences pay in
April 1969 of $11928 1,,, the Soviet Union 9.3 million to
the' Muscovite worked the Russian
worker
and
$460
603.000); industrial production
smog, fir. Stuart Rhicn. 23. intern at Albert Einstein Cotlast • year 162 minutes to earn
for the Ameriran worker
cement, 99 million vs 71 milenough to purchase a dozen
of M‘itivirse in the Bronx. NeyeARrk gity, puts three
In industrial production the lion tons; iron ore. 99 million
vs
eggs, while the New Yorker did Russian
a(ethosicope,-"on his triplet sons boin to his wire Judy, also
effort
"etch
up
55
4,
inWitit tom And wont,yern...
anns.--,IsTessrpagearIN-14te-sirvet-or--rs-eri44m,..
The' I'S is milli lagging with
Th.. 310.000 vs 208.000 tons'

IP

Television In Review
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Like
the first talking movies, the
development of long-playing
records and the introduction of
home television, there now
comes another historic breakthrough in entertainment
The television cassette.
In effect, it is a combination
of these three earlier developments. For video cassettes are
long-playing films and-or visual
tapes that individuals will be
able to buy or rent, and then
play on their own television
sets by means of a small
attached unit. Eventually, cassette-playing units are bound to
be
built in to standard
television sets.
The potential of cassetteprogram ming is Staggering,
and is already shaking up show
business, where innermost circles concede an enormous INTOURISI Neil Armstrong
, first man to set foot on the
breakthrough on the consumer
Moon, gets a souvenir book from Soviet cosmonaut Valenlevel is inevitable. It is
tina Nikolayev-Tereshkova, the world's only spacewoman.
estimated that cassettes will
The scene is Star Town, the cosmonauts' home base near
be, at minimum, a billion dollar
Moscow. She is the wife of Col. Andrian Nikolayev, comIndustry by the end of the
mander of the Soyuz-9. launched in Earth orbit June 1
decade.
And show business is only one
phase of it. From publishing to
PITY THE GROOM
education to self-instruction to
KING'S LYNN, England
business techniques, cassettes
(UPI)- Police
have advised
will be a factor to be reckoned By United Press International
King's Lynn residents that they
with.
will provide police escorts to
Furthermore, the technical Today is Thursday, June 4, brides
on Saturdays to make
compatibility of cassette units the 155th day of 19'70 with 210 to
sure they get to the church on
with the burgeoning cable follow.
time through traffic jams.
television (CATV) field- both The moon is between its new
No mention was made of
operate on the simple principle phase and first quarter,
bridegrooms, who apparently
of wire connected to antenna, The morning stars are
will have to get to church on
vrtt" no outside picture interfer- Merucy and Saturn.
time under their own steam.
ems- makes cassettes a huge, The evening stars are Venus„
inexpensive, natural program- Mars and Jupiter.
FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
ming source for CATV systems. „,On this day in history:
And programming is what le 1800 the finishing touches USE KERATOLYTIC ACTION
BECAUSE—
CATV needs to become a video were put on the White House, It
•louglis off and dissolves •Ifected
power.
In 1896 Henry Ford wheeled skin. Exposes daepset infection to it,
killing
action. Get quick-drying T-4-L,
Operating on the same simple his first car from a brick shed • Iseratolytic,
at any drug counter.
t
eiryosarR48.< back
..NOW
co
technical principle, it is entirely In Detroit and drove it around FAST
conceivable that, when the the darkened streets for a trial
HOLLAND DRUG
breakthrough is complet e, run.
apartment buildings and hotels In 1942 the Battle of Midway
will be able to offer films and started. The Japanese fleet o
other programs via cassettes- suffered its first decisive defeat
as airlines today present of World War 11 by American
THE ATR
inflight movies.
forces.
Almost anything in any In 1967 war broke out
TODAY The. SAT.
communications medium, ex- between Israel and Egypt. It ,Qpnr,nrsn
rinr.nrwprierply.wetri
cept spot developments, could lasted five days and Israel, 'Cr
,
r
.
be packaged in cassettes. All emerged victorious and Me 4
the volumes of a standard possession of much
trIMAIIIN ?
TIUMI
_ANIMAL?
L ..Arab
encyclopedia, f o r instance, territory.
OR MISSING LINK')
could be put on a cassette no
--bigger than a small-to-average- A thought for the day:
size book, with home viewers Roman
playwright
Terence
GP ID'
naturally able to stop at any said, "Nothing is so difficult
page.
but that it may be found out by
By current estimates, mass- seeking."
produced home cassette units
will be available possibly within AND ROSEHIP TEA
several years and certainly well PROVIDENCE, H.L (UPI)
before the end of the decade, Thursday's •graduation dinner
The first models are expensive at Moses Brown School will inviem Kiwi( • Ttoencot
mentos%
and aimed chiefly at institu- consist entirely of organic foods ailiablillal811111111111.1.11111
tions like corporations, educa- as part of an ecological "eattional concerns and hospitals.
The units are about the size of The menu will include leek
a tape deck, and all you do is soup, sprout salad, deviled eggs
connect them to the antenna from naturally raised chickens,
outlets of your television set, lobster caught in the seas of
TODAY Thru SAT.
Antarctica and rosehip tea,
and pop in your cassettes.
--—
From knitting to needleDecoupage. a %process of
WAHB,
RULER OF
transferring full-color prints point. crocheting, to beading,
THE
ROCKIES,
and pictures onto boxes, four out of five(78.2 per cent)
plaques and other surfaces, is of the nations 13.2 million
a hobby that is growing in pop- teenage girls work on some
ularity amon high school and type of creative handiwork,
reports a Seventeen Magazine
college stutknts.
111111fey.

ALMANAC

WLLDUGGE

of resources: natural resources,
labor resources and money
resources."
If investors didn't take
advantage of last week's rally
"shouldn't
they
feel that
they've missed the boat," the
Indicator Digest says. The
formation of a base capable of
supporting a bull market, the
newsletter believes takes weeks
and even months of consolidation (and) shrewd investors
wait patiently for the long-term
Indicators to turn favorable"
during the period of consolidation, As an example, the
newsletter notes that after a
sharp technical rally in 1962, "a
better buying opportunity appeared when the averages went
to a new low that June-and yet
another
buying
opportunity
occurred the following October
when that low was successfully
tested."
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Murr
U.S. 1

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one
to
his owe way; and the Lord bath laid on him the Iniquity of us
all.
-Isaiah 536.
Wickedness is universal. God made provision to deal with sin
through a sinless substitute-His Son!

Wall Street
Chatter
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ROCKETS FIRED
INTO HUE, FIRST
ON A 110 SOUTH
VIII CITY IN
THRIE WINKS
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.TECNNICOLOR 411los

ROUNDUP
THAILAND
DA HANG""
TAM KY
CHU LAI

THAILAND HAS
U.S -IFOUIPPUI
TROOPS TO SEND
INTO CAMBODIA

MURRAY
03111311.91E

T1111113Alriti

LEVY-GARDNER-LAI/EN presents.
‘"

U.S. III AM
CAVALRY in
ACTION IN
TOINS MOON
Of CAM110011A MN on
'MOUT
NNA TRAM'

PHNOM PO4N
\\\\\\
ANOTAsSomIsN
\TAM

TAY
/MINH gisN
11140A

CAN
S0‘..\
SIANG

PEST VENG BATTLE
IS RED EFFORT TO
SCAM* POSITIONS
EAST OF MEKONG It

REDS MOVE INTO
RESORT CITY OF
DALAI AND THEN
RIGHT OUT AGAIN
SAIGON ANNOUNCES
FIRST MONTH IN
CAMI1001A YIELDED
20 000 WEAPONS

SINCElf
CHOI tit Deluxe United Artists
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Murray Coach Heads
U.S. Team in Jamaica
URRAY, Ky. — Bill Cornell, Murray State University track coach, has been
chosen to coach the American
track team at the Jamaican
National Championships this
weekend at Kingston,
Jamaica.

M

run the 400 meter dash, and
Smith the 100 and 220 yards
dashes.
Turner was ranked the second best 400 meter man in
the world last year after placing second in the National
Athletic Union Meet and running on the American team
which competed against
Russia and the British Commonwealth in Los Angeles and
in a series of meets in
Western Europe. He has twice
finished second in the 600-yard
dash in the NCAA Indoor National Championships and was
fourth two years ago in the
NCAA Outdoor 400 meters.
He has qualified this season
for the NCAA outdoor national
championships in both the 220
and 440 and Jie, along with
Samuels and Smith, are members of the Murray State mile
refaflearn which has also
qualified for the national
meet.

THREE MURRAY State
trackmen, Tommy Turner,
Ashman Samuels, and Randy
Smith will participate in the
Meet. Turner and Samuels will

Martin Goiters
Set To Play
In Big Meet
he

MARTIN, Tenn. — Plans
.1V1have been completed for
The University of Tennessee
at Martin golf team to compete in the NCAA National
College Division Championship
golf tournament to be played
State
Youngstown
at
University, Warren, Ohio,
June 16-19.
According to Vol Coach
Grover Page, the team will
depart by car from Martin
on June 13 and will play practice rounds over the Avalon
Lakes and Avalon Golf Course
June 14 and 14.
The Vol linksmen, champions of the Volunteer State
Athletic Conference for the
second consecutive time and
runnerup in the Tennessee Intercollegiate At h I e tic Conference tournament, will be
headquartered at the Avalon
Inn, Old Sharon Highway,
Warren. Ohio 44462.
Members of the U-T Martin
team are Cecil White and
Roger Cooksey of Memphis,
Jimmy Knott and Lynn 'Harpole of Trenton, Ray Scott
of Savannah and Tommy
Stacks of Augusta, Georgia.
The Vols finished, ninth in
the nation in last year's NCAA
tourney played in Albuquerque, N.M.
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SAMUELS AND Smith, both
natives of Jamaica — Samuels
from Kingston and Smith from
-Montego
Bay
—
are

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW
YORK (UPI)— Clyde
King concedes he's a sensitive
man.
He's sensitive enough to be
moved by some of the little
things people do,
The day after he was bounced
by the San Francisco Giants he
came out of Candlestick Park
to pick up his gear before going
back home to Goldsboro, N.C.,
and when he did Clyde King
saw and heard a few things
that moyed him.
Among the things he saw
were scene of the Giants' office
help with tears in their eyes
when he came in to say thanks
and goodbye to them, One of
the ladies in'the office, caught
ip in the moment 61 the
moment, suddenly blurted out
"You're just too good for this

National League

American League

East 0151557,
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4111 16
23
32
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i
TOW* Illowsea
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Wren (coin 34) it California (MurisflY
Cos Angeles (Ostert 7-4) at Pittsburgh
44) MVP Cleveland (Moore 3-4) at MU. (Moose 5-4) night
'as. (Palms 44))
New York (Sower 7.4) at Atlanta (JarWashington
Odtmile (1asseskl 42) at
vis 5-3) nNht
Memos 5-4) Rem
Montreal (McGinn 3-4) at Houston
Karam aiy (Rocker 34) at Na. York
(Griffin 14) night
111almege 3.4) MOW
MInnassis (knit 1-1) at Boston (Nagy
CROY games scheduled ,
14)
SaMmere .
MPH York
W whin,
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Satan
CNYMend .

Yesterday's Results
St. Louis 4, San Francisco 3
Houston 3, Montreal 0
Philadelphia l., Cinchmati 4
New York at Atlanta, rain
San Diego ati Pittsburgh, rain

Yesterdays Results
New Wit 3, Kansas City 2
Wasideglan I, Chicago 4
&alas/ 4, Ealtbnere 1
Cimaiwid 7, Milwaukee I
Barak at Califorasta, night
Miasmata at Beaten, rain

A NATIVE of England, he
ran track at Southern Illinois
University and while there
finished second in both the
mile and half mile in NCAA
meets. He represented the
Great Britain track team in
the European Games in 1962.

Sports Parad e

..__STANDINGS

MOW
a,_"•—•2
IMM

sophomores at Murray State.
Smith ran on both the mile
and 440 relays at Murray
which won Ohio Valley Conference championships as well
as several other championships during the season.
He also placed in both the
100 and 220 dashes in the
conference meet.
Samuel, in addition to running on the mile relay, ran
the 440-yard dash and finished
third in the conference meet.
Cornell has been coach at
Murray for three seasons
and has guided Murray to
two straight conference crosscountry championships and to
two second places and one
third place finishes in the conference track meet..
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Dyer Nam
MTSU Coac
MURFREESBORO — al
D y e r, defensive bac
coach at Xavier Unive ty,
all
has agreed to join the f
coaching staff at Middle nnessee State University i an
announcement released by
Athletic Director Ch4lee M.
Murphy.
Dyer served as director of
recruiting and defensive coordinator for Xavier, which finished fifth in the nation among
major colleges in pass defense
in 1969. He is well known in
coaching circles for his recruiting ability and organization.
Prior to his post at Xavier,
Dyer coached two seasons at
Pratt Junior College in Kanus where his teams gained
natioeal recognition for their
defensive play. Pratt finished
No. 1 in their league in rude
ing defense, passing defense
and total defense, with three
of their players gaining AllAmerican recognition.
Dyer was an assistant coach
at Florida State for three
years after a successful fiveyear stint in the high school
coaching ranks in Miami. He
received both his B.A. and
M.A. degree! from FSU.

corganbationl •t
Clyde
King was a little
embarrassed
by
what the
woman said. But he was also
moved.
Owner Waits For King
When the Giants blew an
eight-rim lead to San Diego and
AMOISICAll 14114611,11
lost, 17-16, in 15 innings at Player Club
GAS R 11 Pct.
Min
34 136 22 53 .390
Candlestick Park, owner Hor- Carew
&Johnson Cal
A 190 25 69 .363
Bel
36 142 28 SO .352
ace Stoneham was waiting for F.RobInson
F.Alou Oak
49 186 29 65 .347
King in the clubhouse after the AparicIo Chi
43 161 32 55 .342
Pinson Cl.
38 133 17 45 .331
ball game. Stoneham doesn't Oliva Min
45 186 31 61 .328
Saline Dot
41 150 23 49 .327
come to the clubhouse often so White
NY
50 1117 40 61 .326
Killebrew
Min
45 154 34 50 .325
King didn't know what to think.
Nome Runs
F.1loward, Washington, 16; J.Posseli,
He thought the Giants' owner Ssitimore.
IS; Killebrew, Minnesota. 14;
Mincher, Oakland, 12; Yostrternskle
had come to tell him about a Boston,
12.
trade. Horace Stoneham hadn't
come to tell Clyde King about
Rees _Bane Ii
J.Powell.
Baltimore.
40;
Olia
any trade.
Minnesota, 40; Walton, Milwaukee, 39;
Killebrew.
"I have bad news," he said. Detroit, 37. Minnesota, 37; W Horton,
Pitching
"We've decided to make a
6 DIKtI10416
change. Charlie Fox is the new T iant, Minnesota, 64, 1,000; Salt,
Minnesota, 5-1, .833, F.Peterson. Nrw
manager."
York, 8.2, .800; Palmer Beeltimore, 74,
.77$, McDowell, Cleveland, 8.3. .7771.
"You're kidding, Horace," McNally,
Baltimore. 8-3. .727
said King.
"No," Stoneham assured him.
NATIONAL LEAGUE'
Playir Club
0 Ab R N
"We feel if we make this Carly
Ali
"'
47 160 46 71
Perez Cm n
74 193 43 7?
change it might help the club." Grebrkewitz LA
47 144 21 'S3
CHM SF _
43)59 26 55
Taking Things Easy
Clan,,,,?.19165
43 163 16 56
Min*, Mtn
51 194 21 44 .347
Clyde King, is taking things Gaston
52 210 35 71 ..376
SO
43 191 18 JD .34i
easy in Goldsboro. He plays Hebner Pah
Henderson SF
51 194 45 64 MO
golf and already has turned itickmon Chi
41 12$ 25 42 .33
Nene !tees
down two attractive offers in Perez. Cincinnati.
19: ItchAllen, St. Co ,
111. IN.Aargn. Attanta. 17; Colbert, szn
private industry because he Diego.
17;
bends,
Cincinnati, 't,
Francisco. 14.
plans to get back into baseball. McCover, SanRuss
sow la
Perez, Cincinnati, 54; RchAlkan, St. .N.61.
Before he even left Candle- 47,
H.Aaron, Atlanta, 47; I,We Ens.
stick Park on May 23, the day Chicago, 47; Carty, Atlanta. 45.
he was tired, King got a
61=LN
Nash, Atlanta. 7-1. .175;
Sim,—
telephone call from a major Cincinnati.
7-1. AU, G.Steno Atlanta. 51.
.133; PA•rrlft. Cincinnati. 104. .720: Nolan,
league club asking him not to Cincinnati, 64, .750.
take any job before talking with
them first. When he came back
to dean out his locker the
TWO APPOINTED
following day there was a
second call from another club.
"I told them both Mr.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — ForStoneham hue asked me to
mer New York Yankee baseball
remain in the organization,"
King says. "He said I should go star Tony Kubek, 34, and
former Iowa Gov. Robert D.
home, rest for a week or 10
Blue, 72, have been appointed
days, and then we'd talk about
chairman and vice chairman of
something permanent in the
the Office of Economic Oppororganization. I'm going to call
tunity's Older Persons Advisory
him in another day or so and I
Committee.
see what hedias in mind."
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Tom Bogs'
Next Fight
With Griffith
Toni Bogs, a handsome Dane
who never has lost a fight,
will face his toughest opponent
in Emile Griffith, former
World ',Welter a n d Middleweight champion, in a 12round match tonight.
Bogs, No. 3 in the rankings,
hopes to advance to a title
fight with Nino Benvenuti,
current middleweight king,
who will be at ringside.
For Griffith, 32, this could
be his last chance to earn
another shot at Benvenuti,
who has beaten him in two
of three championship bouts.
All of Bogs" 55 fights have
been victories except for a
controversial draw with Don
Fullmer of West Jordan, Utah,
in Copenhagen Feb. 12. After
the Fullmer fight, the outraged customers, who thought the
American had won, booed the
referee.

San Diego First
in Baseball Draft
NEW YORK
-San Diego gets first pick in the annual summer baseball free
agent draft of high school and
college graduates and 21-yearold unsigned athletes to be
held today and tomorrow at
the Americana Hotel.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,
who has been occupied recently with the Curt Flood 13
million antitrust suit in Federal Court, will conduct the
meeting which could shape the
baseball future of over 1,000
men.
This dratroT free agents, replacing the wild bonus scramble that existed in earlier
years, has been in operation
since June 1965 and is conducted twice a year. The record number of players drafted
was 1,169 in June, 1967. Last
June, the 24 clubs selected
1,147 players, of whom 611
signed pro contracts.
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Maury Wills strums a ban/6 with a Man Mod Pildsrmilll on
the field at Busch Memorial Stadia to at.Leak Were a game
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accomplished banjo player. WIBu

the urge to borrow a banjo and play for the
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- SPORTS
Nicklaus Favo;ed
in Kemper Open
HARLOTTE, N.C.
Jack Nicklaus, making his
first start ever in the Kemper
Open golf tournament, ruled
as the man to beat yesterday
on the eve of the $150,000
event.

C

BUT THE powerful Nicklaus
shuns the role of favorite.
"I always think I have a
chance," Nickles said, "but
it's ridiculous to say any one
man is the favorite. There
are just too many good.
players who are capable of
winning."
Just behind him are Armed
Palmer. who haul won this
year but has finished second
and third in his last two
starts.
Some other prime contenders for the $330,000 top
prize include defending champion Dale Douglas, Frank
Beard, Don Sikes, T o m
Weiskopf. Bert Yancey and
Lee Trevino, the leading money winner and winner of two
events already this year.

1970 tournament winners as
Bob Lunn, Dick Lotz, Mike
Hill, Pete Brown and Gibby
Gilbert.

Team Gets Boot
From Soccer Loop
The
TORONTO
Toronto and District Soccer
League expelled an entire
team and imposed a 10-year
suspension on one of its
players last night for allegedly
striking a referee.
Suspended for 10 years was
Carmen Sortino and expelled
from the league was his entire
team, Pachinesi.
Also suspended indefinitely
was Guglielmo Buscema, who
allegedly swung at the referee
and missed. The incident occurred during a regul season
game last week.

The highest annual rainfall
in Oregon was recorded in
Valsetz in l9:17.

ALSO ON HAND are such

Dave Hill, winner of hist
week's Memphis Open, remained a question mark. ER
had committed to play, but
with the understanding that
he would make it only if he
could rearrange some previous commitments.

Raiders Sign
Cage Prospect
MURFREESBORO — Head
Coach Jimmy Earle has announced the signing of another
outstanding junior college
player for the 1970-71 basketball team at Middle Tennessee State University.
Ott Knight, a former prep
star with Knoxville South
High School and standout
guard for Walker Junior College, has signed a grant-inaid with the Blue Raiders.
Knight, 5-11, 180, averaged
31 points per game his senior
season at South, was 'second
team MI-State, All-East Tennessee and All-KIL.
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Mrs. Julia Lovins, Psychiatric Social
Worker, Relates Part Of Experiences
As Worker At The Mental Health Center
By Lucille Christopher

Vats=
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McDowell, 805 North 17th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, David Anthony,
weighing zix pounds 14 ounces,
born on Monday, June 1, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Their other children are a
daughter, Anita, age eighteen,
and a son, Dwight, age sigh:.
The father is manager of the
Murray State University Book
Store.
Grandparents are Mrs. Essic
McDowell of Providence and
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Belt of
Route Three, Madisonville.

AY. KENTUCKY

PERSONALS

Airs. Robert Hill
ostess For Meet
Mrs. Charles H. Hamilton and
children, Christie and Charles Progressive Club

THURSDAY — JUNE 4. MO
•

I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 733-4947

•

Andrew, of Winter Park, pea,
ete Progressive Homemakers
are visiting her mother, Mrs
b met in the home of Mrs.
Many times people of Murray
Christine Rhodes, and her aunt,
Retie Hill for the final meeting
ask what does the Murray Mental
Miss Mayme Whited. They ail
Health Center really do. The
recently attended the high before the summer vacation on
Teesday evening, June 2.
following paragraphs are from
school graduation
of Mrs.
Each member brought a dish
Mrs. Julia H. Lovins, a psychRhodes' grandson, Andy mee
iatric social worker, who works
man of Columbus, Miss., and made in different parts of the
at the Murray Mental health
visited with Mrs. Sarah Hinman world for the dinner entitled
Center.
and three sons, Andy, Charles, "Around The World",
Mrs. Gerald Cooper, presiOne pat answer to the quesand Kelly.
dent, presided and Mrs. Newton
•• •
tion could be to help others to
*jam led a devotional prayer.
help themselves. Another answer
Mrs. Freak Albert Stubblefield vene at Holiday Inn, Bar dstovm
Mrs. Jimmy Cooper and Mrs, Glen Richerson called the
could be to help individuals and
Murray and Washington, D. C. Road, with Chapter A, Lexington
of
Friday, June
daughter, Jan, were the week. non with thirteen members anfamilies to better cope with life
was
initiated into Chapter M of hostess.
The Wranglers Riding Club
end guests of Mr. Ind Mrs Mat. seeing. One guest was Miss
and their problems through gainMrs. Joe T. Lovett, member
the P.E.O. Sisterhood Monday
Mrs. Julia Lovas
at
ride
riding
will
at
rink
the
tax
Hill.
Mack
and Mr. and Mn. Lieab
ing a better understanding of
evening, June 1. The called meet- of Chapter AB, Washington,D. C.,
seven
Special
p.m.
events
will
Claude Evans and family of
The president announced that
themselves and consequently,the repeated over and over. There
ing, for initiation and for Con- brought greetings and complimMemphis, Tenn. They also visit- In the fall reports on "What be featured.
way they relate to others.
have been 134 different individ•••
vention of Kentucky State Chapter ents to Chapter M. A long-time
ed with Jimmy while there. Ile Homemakers Mean To You" will
However, the innter turmoil uals and families seen at the
reports, was held in the home of friend of Mrs. Stubblefield's, she
Senior
Citizens
will
Club
The
employed
is
by
Volunteers
given.
Roadway Ex- be
for Um Calland feelings of despair,hopeless- Murray Mental Health Center
Mrs. A. H. Titsvorth,Olive Blvd. praised the group for adding the
press, Memphis, Tenn.
oway County Fair booth for the have a picnic at Reelfoot Lake.
ness, anxiety, and fear cannot he from July 1, 1969 through April
Taking part in the ceremony outstanding new member to the
Members
will
•• •
leave
the
Comhomemakers were taken. The
handled or treated so easily. Each 30, 1970. Contacts have varied
munity Center by chartered bus were the following officers: Mes- Sisterhood. Mrs. Stubblefield exyeartook for fall was revised.
Individual is unique and posse- and depend in the individual
at 9 am. Each is to bring a dames Henry McKenzie, John pressed her appreciation and haMrs. 0. C. McLemore is conMrs. Elmer Oettinger gave the
sses his (or her) own set of situation.
sack lunch. Drinks and bread Quertermous, Maurice Christo- ppiness for being selected by a
valescing
lesson
at
her
"Creative
on
home
craft
Wall
Miss Patricia Ann Parker,brion HickIdeas, attitudes, expectations,coEmotional illness is an illwill be furnished. For further pher, Olga Freeman,Paul Sturm, home chapter.
nflicts, and feelings about him- ness. A person with a tigh fever de-elect of Loren Green was ory Drive, Murray, after being Hanengs". She explained the ma- information call 0. C. McLe- W. J. Pitman,
and Titsworth.
self. It is through the thee-spew or any other physical problem honored at a bridal brunch at the a patient at the Murray-Calloway king of yarn flowers for pictures. more 753-5790.
Sixteen members enjoyed the
The president, Mrs. McKenzie,
tic relationship that problematic has no question about seeking Holiday Inn on Friday May 29, County Hospital for three Plans were made for group work
• ••
presided and Mrs. Pitman, chap- dessert course served bythe hossessions.
attitudes and feelings are sorted professional help from a doctor. at ten-thirty o'clock in the morn- weeks.
Miss Lillian Wafters will pre- lain, gave the devotions from tess during the social hour.Other
•••
Those present were Mesdames sent her second :venal for her
out, evaluated, and bopehily re- The same should be true with an ing.
Psalms 46. Regular reports were than those mentioned previously
Cooper,
Richer
OettInger,
son,
solved to a more acceptahlelevel emotional problem. Early diaThe gracious hostesses were
piano pupils at the Murray High given by other officers. Mrs. Mc- they were; Mesdames Larrie N.
of understanding.
gnosis and treatment can pre- Mesdames Autrey Hatcher,StanGuests last weekend of Mr. Winn, Joseph Rose, Raymond School auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Kenzie announced that state offic- Clark, George Hart, L.J. Hortin,
A variety of emotional proble- vent a more serious problem ford Hendrickson, Ralph Tessee- and Mrs. C. W.
Nall, Charles Daughday, Marion
• ••
Jones, South
ers would be present July 11 for Joe Baker Littleton, Harry SpaHassell, Billy Dale Outland, Bobms are seen at the Mental Health from developing.
neer, and A. G. Wilson,
16th Street, were Mr. and
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 annual inspection.
rks, Edward M. Nunnelee, MayMrs.
Center. Individuals experiencing
Walter,
Ray
John
Allen,
Bobby
WilAn
by
oriental
Our community needs a greater
atmosphere was
Waetjen of Taylor, Mich.,
Order of the Eastern Star, will
Assisted by Mrs. Alfred Lind- field, and Miss Ann Herron.
acute anxiety (feelings of intense understanding of emotional ill- created by the decorations used Mr. and Mrs. Willy
son, Robert 11111, and Miss Leah observe Friendship Night at the
Henderson
sey, Jr.,retiring state treasurer,
tension, turmoil, and fear) and ness and more emphasis on pre- by the hostesses. Each table was of Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. A and Mrs. McKenzie, newly
electThe annual summer picnic,
depression are the mostfrequent vention. Courses in family life centered with an arrangement Mrs. B. G. Norton of Clinton,
The nest meeting will be held potluck supper will be served
ed recording secretary on the Sta- planned by Mrs. Sparks and Mrs.
types of problems.Other problem education, including preparation composed of a Japanese vase coo- Iowa, and Miss Glenda Jones of on Tuesday, September 8, at sev- following the entertainment. All
te Executive Board, Mrs. Hugh A. W. Simmons, Jr., will be held
areas include marital maladjust- for •marrfage; mental health; and taining pink garden flowers and Madison, Ind.
en p.m. at the home of Mrs. members are urged to attend Oakley,
delegate, presented con- at the Sparks home, June 18.
Glen Richer son.
ment, parent-child difficulties, drug and alcohol information are roses, flanked by pink and white
vention highlights, She displayed Husbands will be guests for the
alcoholism and drug abuse, psy- needed in the schools, churches Japanese fans. Pink and white
Programs and mementos from the outdoor meeting.
Saturday, June 0
chosis, school adjustment prob- and civic groups. The individual satin ribbons wound gracefully
A rummage sale will be held annual meeting held May 18-19
lems, psychological evaluation, suffers greatly with an emotional the entire length of the tables
at the American Legion Hall at Imperial House, Lexington,
religious conflicts, and sexual illness; but, the community, with pink and white Japanese fans
starting
at 8:00 am., sponsored Chapter N, hostess.State convendifficulties.
employers, and business firms interspersed. Each guest's place By
tion, May 13-14, 1971, will coo
KATHLEEN
ducted
Christian
by
Action
the
KEUMEYER
by
the
Reorganized
With each of these types of also suffer economically when was marked with a white card
Church of
A new canister-type vacuum
Central City, a group formed Jesus Christ of
problems, the ultimate goal is an emotional problem creates job ecorated with a miniature JapanLatter Day`
cleaner is constructed of seven
LOS
ANGELES (UPI)— In by six downtown churches, Saints.
to help the individual, the couple, inefficiency, absenteeism, and ese fan.
replacable units. Should any
the shadows of new high-rise indicated
• •,
the elderly
are
or the family to reach a more accidents.
Miss Parker chose to wear a
part become defective, it can
office buildings and expensive saddled with the twin problems
The
Charity
Ball
for
satisfying way of living. There
the
supe
Betty is continually gaining astel pink and white two piece
be replaced by the housewife
apartment buildings, some of
malnutrition
and
poor port of the Murray Mental
is no magic wand at the Mental emotional strength. However, if
dress. Her mother, Mrs.
right
in her home, or by one
20,000
housing.
elderly
persons
Health
are
Center
living
will
be
Health Center. The question is we are to continue helping the V. W. Parker,worearedLdwhiheld at
The Jesse Luchvick Circle di of the manufacturer's without
In the central part of this city—
Short on Manpower
the Calloway County Country
frequently asked — What good Betty's, and the Tommy's of e knit dress with red accessoras they do in most big cities.
The churches once served Club from nine p.m. to one a.m. the First Presbyterian Church the usual repair shop delays.
will talking do? Perhaps, it will
continued community es. Mrs. George Green, mothermet in the home of Mrs. Vernon
• ••
(SCM Shetland-Lewyt, New
They live in one-room apart- congregations of wealthy famido no good, that is, unl1s.6 the support
in-law
tomorrow,
to be of the honoree,wore
is vital. Our present proCampbell on Tuesday, June 2, York).
person is willing to look at him- gram is funded basically through a pastel blue double knit dress. ments and rooming houses on lies who lived in the mansions A cleanup day will be held at
-thirty o'clock in the aftersmall incomes from welfare, which have become rooming the Kirksey Baseball field at at ono
self, to gain a better understand- a progressively decreasing Fed- Mrs. Katie Green,
noon..
Social
tenses.
Security,
Kirksey
or
churches
The
had
School
the
pensions,
at
three
p.m.
ing of his situation, and to make eral grant, with additional finanthe groom-elect, wore
grandmothef
a dainty
Mrs. Charlie Crawford continThere aren't many grocery kitchens, equipment and dishes A board meeting will follow the
a real effort toward developing cial support from state, local blue floral dress. All received
ued the study of the book on "The
work
stores
in
period.
the
to
feed
area. Most of the
large groups, but they
different patterns or accepting and philanthropic groups,and pat- hostesses' corsages composed of
•••
Ministry of the Laity" with the
rooms do not have stoves. Area didn't have the manpower.
existing ones.
ient fees. With each annual re- white miniature pom-poms on smsubject being the "Christian StyMonday, June II
Their congregations are smalTo be more specific about what duction in federal grants, it is all Japanese fans with pastel restaurants which serve wellbalanced meals are neither out ler now, and the mainstays are The Suburban Homemaker. le of Life". An open discussion
happens at the Murray Mental becoming necessary to gain more ribbons.
of their price range or are open eldere persons themselves, not Club will meet at the home of followed,
Health Center a situation is de- local support. Unless this support
A delicious and attractive fruit
The devotion on "Love" was
only for the luncheon traffic strong enough to take on the Mrs. Leon Adams, 803 Sunny
scribed. The individual has given
achieved, our community is in plate and dainty blueberry muffgiven by Mrs. Olis McNelLs.
project. Sothe downtown Lane, at 7:30 p.m.
tier permission to have her story danger of losing this compre- ins were served to sixteen guests. from office workers.
• ••
Mrs. Campbell, chairman, opSo the elderly persons live on churches
turned
their
to
told, but the name has been chang- hensive service.
hostesses' gift was two tea
e.
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle ened the meeting with prayer
surburban counterparts.
and toast,
ed. The situation has been greatly
settings of china in the
Support the Murray IdeeitailleA door-to-door survey coo- - -For the past six months, cif the First United Methodist and Mrs. Henry McKenzie closed
summarized and cannot adequa- alth by buying a ticket to th hodbree's chosen pattern.
nonen from
13 surburban Church WSCS will have a pot- with prayer.
tely portray the personal agony Charity Ball. It Will be held this
erangregattnns have been donat- uck supper at the social hall
Refreshments were served to
and suffering experienced by the Saturday, June 6 at the Calloway
the eight members present.
ing their time and efforts to St 6:30 p.m.
individual involved.
County Country Club,from 9p.m.
preparing
and serving hot
Betty is an intelligent, attrac- to 1 a.m.
leaches to the elderly downtown
tive woman in her mid-twenties.
Tickets may be purchased from
residents.
She was referred by another Mrs. Clegg Austin and Mrs.0. B.
A sign posted in front of the
community agency due to feelings Boone, Jr., or any member of the
church which is hosting a
of depression. Betty feels unsure Murray Woman's Club. Table
particular day's luncheon reads,
of herself and experiences feel- reservations should be made by
"all older people welcome."
ings of loneliness, unhappiness, contacting Mrs. Don Henry or
For 65 cents there is served a
fear, and futility of living. Betty Mrs. Ted Bradshaw.
meal which may consist of
had made several suicidal attembaked chicken, tomato juice,
pts in the past because she Mt
*s.
peas, mashed potatoes, hot rolls
no reason to live. She dropped
and butter, a wedge of frosted
out of high school and had devecake and a choice of coffee,
loped no particular work skill.
tea, or milk,
Betty recognized the discomWork Done by Volunteers
fort she was experiencing and reThe menus are planned by
cognized her need for help. She
.'llaseesia•-•••
county dietitians, but all the
had been reluctant to share with
Miss Vicki Hopkins, daughter
cooking and cleanup are done
friends her contacts at the Men.
of Mr. and Mrs.Joe Dee Hopkins,
by the volunteer churchwomen,
tal Health Center, but lately,
has completed plans for her wedd"We have been feeding about
How you buy is just as imshe has been able to overcome
big to Dale Hughes, son of Mr. portant as what you buy. For adding a patterned design. De 120, but one of the problems is
these attitudes of stigma.
signs of flowers, fruits, ab• Flexible Long Wearing Outsol•
and Mrs. Wilson Hughes.
example, check the monthly
that some of those who need us
• 3 Black Stripes
The ceremony will be read cost of different types of cereal stracts, Grecian, Early Amer most are non-ambulatory," said
Because of her uncertainty abolean and designs reminiscent of
• Washable Vinyl Upper
ut herself, Betty did as others by Rev, Willie Johnson on Satur- for a family of five, serving one
Lois V. Hammer, program
•
Ventilation Eyelets
told her, even though she might day, June 6, at seven o'clock in ounce per person every day. great-grandmother's bowl and coordinator.
• Padded Collar
picture are good.
(Boys
have wanted something different. the evening at the Flint Baptist Cereal to be cooked: $2.20 to
"So we are going to cook
Sizes 21-4)
The fish, duck and water de.
• Cushioned Insole
She took off of others and bottled Church, Mrs. Cindy Carroll will $4.61; ready-to-eat cereal: $4.02 signs
more, and ask each person to
are
outdated.
(Men's
Sizes 4-12)
to
$7.52; sugared: $5.36 to
up so much anger that she me be the pianist.
The design you choose should buy an extra lunch and take it
erianegietas exploded oe occasion.
R1e.10...tient1ner twin sist- $7.71; individual packageneen.11netery•trut the
might:Qr.-ft
a
to
theme orTfirfir
Afterwards she felt guilty about er Of the bride-elect, will be the to $9.49. — Patricia Everett, of your
BOYS
home. — Mrs. Mildred , In additicci to a nutritious
maid of honor. Bridesmaids will Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
her inappropriate actions.
W. Potts, La Center, Ky. 42056. meal, the luncheon group finds
Telephone
537-6611.
Mrs.
be
Connie
Jones
and
Miss
being
Betty is
seen weekly.
companionship, something
Phone 665-5671.
•••
Gradually , she is gaining a Patsy Hopkins, both sisters of
•••
worth leaving their rooms for.
Have
you
ever
thought
MEN
...
different — and better — attitude the bride-elect.
A CHILD DEVELOPS AT HIS Many have started arriving an
"Do
you
enjoy
life or just live
The bestman for Mr. Hughes
about herself. She is beginning
OWN SPEED — Children do n --(t hour early to help set up. Most
it
Stop and think, how can
to express her own opinions and will be Ken Thomas. Groomslook alike, act alike or develop spruce up for the occasion. Men
to deal more realistically with men will be Larry Bell and Dan- you eliminate those things in at the same rate of speed.
wear coats and ties; the ladies
They
others. She is having fewer emo- ny Ross. Ushers will be David your life that really disturb you have different dispositions
wear hat and gloves.
and
increase
and
those
thoyou
Smotherman
and
Gary Lamb,
tional outbursts and has started
personalities, different physic3I
•
Miss Teresa Knight will pro
working. Betty has made slow
- roughly enjoy. — Maxine Griff- and mental capacities and
reFederal
in.
Building,
Clinton,
progress but continued support side at the church register.
The newest women's liberaquire varying amounts of time
All friends and relatives are Ky. 42031. Phone 653-2231
and understanding are needed.
tor is one step foam-in, conand care
• ••
ditioning hair color without
Stories such as this could be invited to attend,
Update your bathroom oy
Each sets his own pace tor p• Aide-. It's the -first pushdevelopment, but there is a logi- - button aerosol foam, to concal order to expect f r specific dition as it colors.
It can
h patterns Parents should be used any time, anywhere.
remember that ,.‘en though
(Clairol, New York).
there are certain I igical growth
"S.
patterns. each ( hild is an individual and sets his own patt- facturers. — Catherine C.
erns This is why one child Thompson, Hiekraan, Ky. 42050.
should never be compared ta Telephono 236-2351.
•• •
another Irma Hamilton,
SATURDAY
LAKEWAY
Multi-Cleat All Sports Shoe
FRIDAY NITES
• Long Wearing Vinyl
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
EAT
LOW-DOWN ON LOW-T .3:
Upper
*
MITES
MOTEL
Phone 247 2334
MATURE
OVEN
CLEANING
Baseball • Soccer • Football
David Sea
• One Piece Non-Marking
•••
Fay
Outset* *
— Cooking is truly becoming a
Air Conditioned
The
Buddy Mack
Gent's
WATCH THE ifemLINES
joy, with less effort required in
American Made
RHONDELLS
A
The
Street
The
Ti-shin trends make interesting the dull clean-up phase of the
Truck
Trailer Rentals
SANDY
py and the barging patterns production.
Chuck Raynaer
Stop
Day-Week
RIVER
of fiber mar can alsi be traced
The introduction of the highMonth
— Variety —
BOYS
to contenip irary fashions JC. temperature self-cleaning oven
Good Food
cording
Reasonable Rates
to I SDAs Economists. a few years ago was hailed 115
Country Western
— Pop —
24 Hours
Look at the mini skirt In 1964, a boon to the homemaker. Now
Phone
— Pop —
— Rock —
Down The Street
manufacturer of women's ap- a low-temperature self-cleaning
— Vocals —
642-1517
Requests Invited
arel needed an average of 32 oven is available in both gas
square >ards of cotton fabric to and electric ranges.
make a skirt In 1968, he aim lit
The oven, operated at norm
cut it in half and used only 19 al temper-tures, eardees soil
'guarn yards of fabric. The cur. continually as it is deposited
rent w ,rd ,in lowering the hem- Cleaning occurs as the oven is
Highway 79 East
lines will directly affect the used. — Barletta Wrather, 209
Phone 642-9888
cotton textile industry as well Maple Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
On West Edge Of Park Landing State Park
as the man made fiber manu- Telephone 753-1452.
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Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield Initiated
Into Chapter M Of The PEO Sisterhood

Bridal Brunch Held
At Holiday Inn
For Miss Parker

Special Dinners Given At Churches In
Los Anteles For Area Elderly Persons

Campbell Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

Handi
can le

By

DEAR ABBY
he had had polio
complained that
sports—that life I
close to home, as
in an iron lung to
"limp," but that'
complaining.
It's easy to sit
. . I don't have
true. I fought my
God. My advice G
can with what yo
The sooner you q
the sooner others I
Of course ther
still plenty of thini
and I can make m
I honestly bell
had to bear this e
harder, and it has
others.
I am a grandfs
back and say, "I c
What a lot of li
DEAR WON:
winner in my book

DEAR ABBY:
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Miss Vicki Hopkins
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
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Pick a peck of pickh
would make Peter I
secret. And here is
white Distilled Vine
NOME STYLE
KOSHER DILL PICKLI

To each quart iar a
1 head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves fresh
1 small red or greel
Select fresh-firm ci
pack in jars
Bring to • boil:
2 qts. water
1 qt. Speas Vine's!
1 cup non-iodized I

Pour hot solutioi
seal jars. Pickles
4 weeks, depend
ben. For plain d

FREE!

SPORTS STARS

$795

• „I, ,,,

DANCE

40

DAYTONA

Seal
MOTI

1233 S. ATLANT

•

ALL LEAGUE

MAXINE'S SUPPER CLUB

****************
***********0

_
All units have room
with Tub & Shower,
• Fresh water Swi
• Shuffleboa
• Oci

S

DAYT
"r

All 3 Just minu
tit,ops. Rentstire r

For Informai
Daytona Ileac
Please send cr
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Chicago wearing a button which said, "KISS ME, I'M
HERMAN
POLISH." Could I have been mistaken?
DEAR HERMAN: Yes. It could have been Milwaukee.

Handicapped people
can lead useful lives

own
tton
ber
C.,
imime
she
the
the
exha.
1' a

DEAR ABBY: The men in our family are faced with a
problem. My mother feels we should stand.up when a lad,
enters the room. She says it's good manners. My brothers
and I feel it is completely unnecessary and should be
abolished.
Do you agree or disagree? If you disagree with us, could
you please tell us why a man should stand up when a LedY
enters the room and why it was ever started?
ROBERT [age 151
DEAR ROBERT: It was probably started as a way of
offering a lady her preference of a place to sit. It's a small
but 1 think, importanti courtesy and enables the lady to
identify a gentleman.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Someone wrote to you a while back saying
he had had polio as a child and was left with a limp. He
complained that he couldn't dance or participate in
sports—that life had dealt him a dirty deal. This hit pretty
close to home, as I, too, had polio when I was a child. I lived
in an iron lung for 7 months, and was left with more than a
"limp," but that's where the similarity ends, as I am not
complaining.
It's easy to sit back and say, "Life dealt me a dirty deal
. . I don't have a chance, I'm handicapped." That's just not
true. I fought my way back with guts, therapy and faith in
God. My advice to handicapped people is to do the best you
can with what you have left. Don't feel sorry for yourself.
The sooner you quit. thinking of yourself as "handicapped"
the sooner others will.
Of course there are many things I can't do, but there are
still plenty of things I CAN do. I can SEE, and I can THINK,
and I can make myself understood!
I honestly believe that I am a better person for having
had to bear this extra burden. It has made me try a little
harder, and it has helped me to understand the problems of
others.
I am a grandfather now, and I thank God I didn't just sit
back and say. "I can't do that—I'm handicapped, you know!"
What a lot of living I would have missed.
FOUGHT—AND WON
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DEAR WON: I'll tell the world you did! And you're •
winner in my book.
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DEAR ABBY

I think I saw a woman yesterday in

Packin'
Mamas!
Pick a peck of pickle-making cucumbers; turn it into pickles that
would make Peter Piper whistle with joy. Speas Vinegar is the
secret. And here is the recipe. Use either Speas Apple Cider or
white Distilled Vinegar.

1

HOME ST`flE
•
KOSHER DILL PICKLES
To each quart jar add(
1 head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves fresh garlic (depending on size)
1 Small red or green hot pepper (optional)
Select fresh-firm cucumbers,wash and
pack in jars
Bring to • boil:
2 qts. water
1 qt. !peas Vinegar (cider or distilled)
1 cup non-iodized salt
Pour hot solution over cucumbers and
seal jars. Pickles will be ready In 3 to
4 weeks, depending on size of cucumbers. For plain dill pickles, omit garlic.
Forever SO years
vw iintrigvairne

FREE
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400
Avenue, Kansas City, Mo. 6.410.
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DAYTONA BEACH DUO

1
BEACH MOTEL

MOTEL
1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
I( f,

Ii‘

ATLANTIC AVE
I III IfFACII
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s.npqO

01'10'
41

106 Units. . offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficien• cies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and providing elegant comfort
.

Over and4MOTEL
II] SILVER BEACH AVE.

DAYTONAJ BEACH, FLORIDA
All 3 just minutes from Golf Courses. Theatres, Night Clubs,
Shops, Restaurants. Sporting Events., famed Florida attractions.
For Information on AU 3 Motels Send Coupon To:
Motel,
S Atlantic Ave,
Daytona Beach,,Floridaii
Please send color brochure and information regarding
0 Lido Beech
0 Silver Sands
0 Sea Din
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Morris Jenkins and Mr.and Mrs.
Ralph Doyle.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Mitch Sykes has been in sevMay 26, 1970
eral days with mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
and Mrs. Bartle Jenkins visited
children of Nashville, Tenn.,speSaturday aftnt last weekend with the Glynn Mrs. Ella Morris
They all enjoyed a fish
Orr's in Puryeaz. Other visi- ernoon.
given to them by Bro.
tors Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. supper
Glynn M. Orr.
Glynn M. Orr and son, Rickle, Warren Sykes and
Carol and Ruth Ann Barrow
and Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
attended church at Spring 11111
and Susan,
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Jenkin5 Sunday evening.
Pam Gallimore spent Friday
from the Air Force Ease _n
with Susan Sykes.
night
Texas arrived hereWednesday.
Bro. Warren Sykes preached
They will be here two weeks
Crestview Nursing Home Friwith their parents, Mr. and Mrs. at

Myrtice Nance , and also a lot
day night. Mrs, Sykes, Susan
others.
Sykes, and Mrs. Onie Wilson of
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
attended the service and visitson visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Mrs.
Paschall,
Lillie
ed Mrs.
Sunday.

GOSPEL MEETING
7
4
5

A

so it AID not be known? I do not want to embarrass her, but
she deserves to be remembered.
NAMELESS, PLEASE

7

DEAR ABBY: I want very much to remember someone
DEAR SAMMY-SS: Talk to your lawyer. It may be wise
La very wonderful woman] in my will, but it presents a
to -remember" her
problem. People Hier family as well as mine] will wonder
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
"why?" Is there some way of remembering her "privately"
•
sour chest. Write to ABBY, Box 11700, LOS Angeles, CaL
we were to see the old Cokes- 90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
bury Hymnals replace again the em,elope.
new song books at Good Shepherd
Church. We're "set" in our ways.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
Congratulations to all the good
teachers as well as to the bOyS "How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send $1 I.
Abby. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. MU
and girls who graduate.
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DOWN CONCORD
WAY

G. K. Wallace — Speaker

Green Plain Church Of Christ
Old Murray-Paris Road

By Estelle Spiceland
May 28, 1970
I sat down on my back porch
today to relax a few minutes,
and I wished that all over the
world life could seem as beautiful.
I could hear the hum of tractors in gardens, and the whir of
lawn mowers at neighbors' homes, and in the trees birds were
singing while from the near by
school came the voices of children.
Instead of the fly in the ointment, though, there were mosquitoes to annoy.
Helicopters have surely quit
spraying the waters for mosquitoes. We prefer DDT to these
pests. I realize much is said
about pollution these days but
land, as well as water is being
polluted by garbage being dumped, and beer cans Uttering the
highways.
Recently a page of the Ledger
& Times was given to pictures
of the Land Between the Lakes.
I could imagine how these pictures revived memories for the
displaced people who had lived
there.
I could remember well my
years in Stewart County. I thought
the first night I saw a light
sweeping backwards and forwards across the front windows of
the little house we called home
that the world might be coming
to an end. I was relieved to
find that a steamboat in the Cumberland River was searching for
the landing "down in thebottom".
I have not visited the Conservation Education Center (tho I
have seen the four baby buffalo
now near Model) but my years
between the rivers were educational, and if at the Empire Farm
there is a corn sheller on display, I could demonstrate how
we used to shell a "turn" of
corn for the chickens and for
meal, for I have "gone to mill"
at Model many times.
And if there's a big black kettle, I know it was used for boiling
clothes making lye soap,or heating water at hog killing time, or
cooking lard.
I took "Scenic Walks"too,gotng to the pasture for the cows,
looking for beds of baby pigs
picking berries, or visiting kindly neighbors on wooded trails.
How I wish TVA had kept one
country church for reunions and
for tourists' spiritual education
there.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
Nancy Hicks, now of Murray,has
recently fallen and broken a hip.
Durwood Edwards is back in
the hospital again, we hear, and
so many others. We do hope they
will soon be well again.
Guy and Annie Lovins who have
been patients in past months are
appreciating being able to pick
strawberries to give disabled
neighbors. And the little farm
of those two bachelor brothers
who raise strawberries to see
near Pottertown is as interesting
a place as the scenic places Between the Lakes.
Congratulations to Carrie and
Robert Bucy, grandparents of a
new baby girl, Belinda, born to
Linda and Bill Swartz of Mich-

5.

All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and Heat, Tile Bathrooms
with Tub & Shower, Radio, HiFi Music, TV, Room Phones. Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Oceanyiew Dining Rooms, featuring superb food

MURRAY, KENT

Mr. and Mrs. Vuron Endue
have moved from Concord to
Murray near Frank McCuiston.
Opal Moody lives on 8th Street
Instead.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Patterson have moved from their Concord Grocery apartment to their
house where the late Dean Locke
lived.
The Wallace Sears family will
be missed when they soon leave
to live in Texas. Oury Lovins
and wife look forward to moving
Into the place they leave sometime.
School playgrounds will soon
be deserted again. We are as
glad to see 8th graders graduate minus caps and gowns as
was -the custom in our day, as

5-Foot
Size

Fast freezing:
Twist to pol.
cubes. so-ur--

OWENS-CORNING

AIR CONDITIONER
:'•;sTIAll A •FILTER

RIGID POOL or SAND BOX

10 Heavy Duty Bags

Sale Price

Fits up to 20gallon size containers. 504169-c

Folds For easier bind!t ng! Rugged poly 'pant
with laminated nifin•- design. A3-e"4-9
45" Rigid Pool or Sand Sex.
Capacity 55 gallons. ..1.4,
4-g
6-ft. Oval Rigid Pool or SonsiKex.
Capacity 1 82 gallons. ro-4-5

2.22
5.77

Cut to tit! Treated with
Hexachlorophene for
cleaner, purer air. 40.2vo-2

5 FT. x 12-in.

SWIM RING

10
in Pkg.

SWORNEI gle
.S71/111ION
Your Choice

Sal.
Paco
20" vinyl with marine
design. 61.464-6
Rigid Foam Ring
18" contoured.
63-464-7

414'ilt4TTRESS

PRESTO-TOOL

Easy to set up and fill! Flexible metal corrugated wall: Great
backyard fun all Yurnmer for children. 63-4'.2

6-Ft. x 15 POOL

999

"Presto" Corrugated Metal Wall. fii-47Y-6

8-Ft. x 20' Steel Wall Pool ii399
Interlocking steel top rail. Blue wall and
liner. Holds 624 gallon!. 63-476

Safe, under-water
fun for the children.
63-460-6 462-4

734

470c*

BEACH BALL

•

18' vinyl.
Transparent
applique 6
panel. 63-469-4

For camping
and swimming
66" x 27"
63-490
30"x76" Air Mattress.
63-490-3

1.33

easerTtolAriAimi

FANS

BREEZE BOX
tin

Big 'l -inch size with deeppittl)e^lades for more circulating eo.trea.i

3-SPEED

- 6/1—A

Electrically Reversible

Adjustable Base

an.
Safety guard.

WINDOW FAN
9-8 mon. -Sat.
Closed Sundays
Bel-Air Shopping Center

2" size fan. ou.nr -

Ph. 753-8391

Automatic Thermostat
Multi-speed push-button
switches on both intake
and exhatist. Easily installed. 60-115.3 •
—

27"
•
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Board of Education having in- II Dark red
IIMMMA
10
Irritate
dicated that said Architects are 12 Ached
UPOOR CRE00
11 Watered silk
14-Con1unction
approved by said Board, as con- 15
EILT W2100 UOMOR
13 Faces of
Shield
m00
,clocks
P.7.1011 WIEN
templated by KRS 162.160, and 17-Note of scale
16 Afternoon
3900 MUNI NO
specifically authorizes, approv- 18-Anger
Party
02 MOMMOMR
es, ratifies and confirms all pre- 20 Handle
19-lcosety woven
UOMITA 00M
21-Music: as
cotton fabric
vious actions of said Board in
written.
21-Glossy fabric
connection with the advertise- 22-Nerve
4
(DI )
network
33-Father or
ment, receipt and award of bids 24-Organ
43 At this Mace
23 allbeonian
of
.
mother
hero
44
Woody
plant
for the construction ofsaid school
hearing
34-Term papers
47Jear
25 Reveals
25-Spherood
35-Walk
bnilding.
'48 Extrasensory
27 Organ of
26 Puffs up
aimlessly
perception
sight
18. If any of the officers whose 28 Declares
36-Peril
(abbr
29 Small
37-Country of
51 Preposition
signatures or facsimile signa. 30 A month
child
Europe
53 Compass
tures appear on the Bonds or cou- 31.Natrve metal
32 Frighten
40-Grain
point
pons cease to be such officers 32 Style of piano
35-Spirited horses
before delivery of the Bonds, 38-5cene of first
such signatures shall neverthemiracle
less be valid for all purposes 39-Torrid
-Break suddenly
the same as if said officers 41
42.Enst
had remained in office until de- 43-Vital organ
livery, as provided in KRS 45.Nahoor sheep
162.190 and in KRS 61.390.
46.Note of scale
19. If any section paragraph 417-Renew
or clause of this Ordinance shall 49-Enlisted man
(coital )
be held invalid, the invalidity of
50-All
such section, paragraph or clause 52-Abate
shall not affect any of the remain- 54 Drinks heavily
ing provisions hereef.
55 Sufferer from
20. All Ordinances,Resolution,
Hansen's
disease
motions and parts thereof in
conflict herewith are hereby amDOWN
30
ended or repealed to the extent 1 Container
2.Teutonic deity
of snit conflict, and thie Ordinan3 Cut off
ce shall take effect and be in
40.0inpgy
Distr..by t. tilted velure Syndicate
force at once."
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varieties of Kentucky BlneGrass EXPOSITION uP ENS
FIFTEEN DROWN
EXCHANGE PLACES
DENIES PROBLEM
yield less seed per acre Rot
some of the non-native Mutt LONDON (UPI)- An invenDAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
but offers a heavier growth A tors' exposition opened Monday
PORTSMOUTH, England ',UPI)- Fifteen persns, most of government's
with exhibits that ranged from
top health officer,
turf and stem.
children,
women
and
them
(UPI).The lord mayor of
an automatic baby carriage
Dr. Roger 0, Egeberg, has
a.
when
It is because of this wan
night
Sunday
drowned
Portsmouth, Jack Blair, and his
there is a moral
turf quality that Kentucky BIM rocker to a rain alarm for chauffeur, Bill Goater, ex- small boat capsized two miles denied
clotheslines.
Tanzanian coast, wilco, problem in the Department of
Grass is so popular fog la
the
off
changed
places
for
the
daY
Health, Education and Welfare
and landscaping Homeoers or The exhibition, Limper '70, Monday to
mark Goater's said Monday.
landscapers who use varied" was put on to give inventors a retirement after 44 years' Police said the boat was on (HEW) health progra.ns.
other than native Blue Grass, chance to display their wares service to the city.
pleasure cruise to a nearby "You know," Egeterg told a
.
for potential manufacturers.
might have difficulty in getting
Island. Four men on the boat House commerce subcommittee •
a good turf, or a turf that prows
swam to shore safely, they hearing Monday, "they all have
to bitch a little but I don't think
heavier and stronger throngii the
said.
that's a morale problem."
years, Some varieties of Blue
.WRONG SOLUTION
Grass have a tendency to die or to
thin out after three or four year s.
SIX-TV
,--4V
IASNi-i V
HODDESDON, England disapproval from the Royal
Channel IS
Channel 4
Channel It
But rather than attempt to eval(UPI).- Local garbagemen have Society for the Prevention of
THURSOI.Y EVENING PROGRAMS
uate the different varieties of
written to their union suggest- Cruelty to Animals which said,
C 00: News. Whir.: Sports News; WM, i Sports News; Whir.; Sports
Blue Grass, I would like to see
sa,, :30 O•niei Boone
Family Affair
Animal World
ing that they be supplied with "It is not the right soive.
a program of action to sell our
• :00 Daniel NO*
The Jim* Nabors HourThat Girl
I
eye-stinging spray guns to the problem since it will deer
:10 Ironside'
The Jim Niasors KourBewitcheci
own native Kentucky Blue Grass
This Is Tom Jones
combat menacing dogs during suffering to the dogs cona'U_
Movie:
O :CO 'rankle
upon its merits. I think action
This Is Tom Jones
ti0 :30 Dragnet, 1170
"Farm"
their rounds.
cerned."
needs to be taken in the areas
Paris 7075
es
00 Dean Martin Snow Movie
7 :30 Dean Martla Show
Pang NM
Movie
The reauest drew immediate
of labeling, expanded seed yielNews; Wthr.; Sports
News; ketir.; Sports News; Whir.; Sports
1-AV :00
:30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Mavie:
ds, and overall promotion.
:1141 The Toniatit Show The Mery Griffin Show "011enry's Full
Kentucky Blue Grass has en:30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show House
riched our history and brought
g
00 The Avengers
Sports Fealurette
I
AL
:30
The Avengert
fame to our State. This in itself
makes it a crop worthy of note.
1.
Beyond all of this is the fact that
FRIDAI MORNING PROGRAMS
It is important economically,and
00
5 :30
Country journal
is a keader in lawn and turf
:00 Morning =
CBS Morning} News
6 .30
developments.
Morning
Jake Hess Gospel Show kncHalts Navy

TELEVISIP

CHED LE

2
gallons
00

P,:1: Show
7I 0,1INtaDadat.•
Ooze Show
Dr:asShowevk
ct:Krr"
i icing T"'"Trk.
Barbara Moore

Chief villain
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Victor French was signed by director Howard Hawks to play
the chief villain opposite john
Wayne in "Rio Lobm," filming
on location in Arizona.

Show
Mike Douglas Show
:so It Takes Twei Newslhe Mike
-ch
50,w*
Said
Douglas Show He Said-She
The
:30 Concentration
7
—
Bewitched
egg :SO Sate of the Century‘ndy of Mayberry
That Glrl
I tr :311 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
1I

h
aerrceti
3
°1! etArrlithat:. News t

4rT".." I.

verYthin.
art
1e
reuirls

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
news; singles tom no my Lnildeetil
n:
CIO i he Noon Co
As the World Turns Lait's Maim a Deal
10 The Noon
00 Days of Our Lives Many Solendored ThInehe Newlywed Game
Its. Dating Game
10 TM Doctors
The Guiding Lehi
General Hospital
Secret Stain
00 World-Bay City
One Lite To Live
30 To Tell the Truth The Edge of NIght
. .00 World-Somerset
Dark Shadows
Gorner Pee, USMC
Beverly Hillbillies
C. :30 Star Trek
Galleon's Island
Movie:
I Love LUCY
• :CO Star Trek
McCoy
M'
30 Ralph Emery Show "April in Paris"
Nriva
:00 ETSCIf MOW; Wthr. Movie
E
:30 NuntWv-Orinkley
J
CBS evening New. Dick Van Dyke Show

12

1

3

Arlene's back
HOLLYWOOD
(UNArlene Dahl returned to Hollywood from Europe to negotiate
a new television
series for
October
awe

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
-6
we
i
0

S

o

Mangano's nen one

7

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)Italy's Silvana
Mangano returns to the screen to star in
"Death in Venice" for Warner
Bros.

in
v
55
11 I
m

1

Sports
'
.°
30 ITI:314i:thNe0=CP/tiMe%thr.i
gir klunS"rts
"
Th
e
e
.IFIrtit
00 The High ChaparralThe Tim Conway ShosirThe Brady Bunch
The Ghost a Mrs. Muir
30 Name of the flame Hogen's Heroes
Here Come the Bridesi
:00 Name of the Game Movie:
.10 Name of the Game "Summer Holiday" Here Come the Bridesi
Levi, American Style
Movie
110 Nashville Music
Love, American Style
Movie
:30 Del Reeves
News; Mfr., Sports
:n News; Wthr.; SportsNews; Wthr.; Sports Movie:
Mason
Perry
Show
Tonight
:X The
"Gambler From
:00 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
NatcMz"
.30 The Tonight Show Perm Meson
MOO,
Perry Mason
:os The Avengers
Did( Castel Show
The
Movie:
.30 TM Avengers
"Santa Fe Passage" The Dick Covert
'
e
v
The Dick Cavet re
Moyle

• DRIES IN 20 MINUTES
• TOOLS WASH UP IN WATER
• IT'S DRIPLESS
• LARGE COLOR SELECTION
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Peenuts•

by Charles M. Schulz

%NI IS
GECCIJAICK, LaiERE''E
(
L(OU BEEN 70BR 641.4.E

15 REAN TO CiO„DI
110U BRING TRE 6,;PiE?
NICE 9407:

HERE, GIVE IT TO THIBAULT...
1-1E'5 THE ONE WHO DOESN'T
HAVE A GLOVE...

\

4OU CAN WATCH
THE GkME FROM
THLBAULT ?
OVER THERE,MC.
(0,}I% 115 LUCK...

6ET OUT THERE,
THIBAULT? 114BAILT, AND 940w
lEm HOW IT DONE!

1/

sok

oto,,

Cl

dias,

6- v

Nancy

by Ernie

THAT'S WHAT SHE
PLAY ON
SAID
THAT PIANO FOR AN
HOUR" ,

WHILE I'M
OUT SHOPPING,
I WANT YOU
TO PLAY ON
THAT PIANO
FOR AN
HOUR

TO PRACTICE
YOUR MUSIC
LESSON

Bushmiller

*4N
• • 4IW-V a 1115
•

!fiTmormismiffilIMIEERMI
FR
FEfv W.A.1/.4

.1.7. ,0111111 I

II II I

Jut -4

resar.rd
T. ern U S Po 00 -WO
1171.70 fp, 11.••4 i,Sn 1..4*

Abbie'N Slats.
)Ou REALIZE,OF COURSE,
i0U'RE TRESPASSING
THAT ,
ON INDIAN PROPERTY •
AND UNDER OUR
ANCIENT TRIBAL LAWS,
THE PUNISHMENT
OULD BE

by R. Van Buren
BEFORE YOU CROAK ME
HIAWATHA ,THERE'S A COuPLA
THINGS I WANT T'CIET OFF
MY CHEST.

SUPPOSE, BY SOME MIRACLE
THE GOVERNMENT D0ll5
GIVE •A:u ALL THE LAND
AROUND HERE BECAUSE IT
BELONGED TO 'JOUR
ANCESTORS?

DID `tOU EVER THINK HOW MUCH
IT WOULD COST )10U
'TO OMIKATO
THIS HUNK 0'
REAL ESTATE'?

DEATH?

maga go
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Art

IT WAS M1/
YOU
FAULT. GIMME NEEDN'T
-1
TI-1' SUIT.'.'
*OMER,
I'LL HAVE IT
SIR!!
'
CLEANED-

SAI D (
1/r5 700EMBARRASS/MS
CI1MMIL
TO TELL HIM / otintrAFFoRD
T4
skioars ON/4 POLKEMAN'S
e'a -K4r ILIPAY.!°-)
SUIT!!
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inia Dedicates Hall of Valor
•

fro-.

1111111T

off

liankitfield Park.
This Is the Noll of Valor in New Market
moved forward as a thunderBy SANDO BOLOGNA
made a quagmire of the
storm
at
Central Press Association Correspond
Farm. Some cadets
Bushong
illusValor,
of
NEW MARKET, Va.-The new $1 million Hall
in the mud.
shoes
lost,their
dedicated
be
will
crating the story of the Civil War in Virginia,
advanced around
they
While
kind.
here on May 14 as the_natiall.li only museum of its
soldthe New farm buildings. Northern
The building will serve also as the Visitors Center for
the cadets
Then
retreated.
iers
the
ze
memoriali
Market Battlefield Park, opened in 1967 to
they 'passed
as
Military Institute separated
cntrage of teen-age cadets from the Virginia
Bushong Farm
the
around
who fought Union troops in 1864 on the 160-acre site.
they met at the
e Shenandoah House *Ind
Situated in the northern section of the picturesqu
the building.
of
side
other
the
all
of
Valiey, the park is within three hours driving distance
and MaryVirginia
nia,
Pennsylva
of
s
battlefield
major Civil War
ACCORDING to a survivors'
land.
pro. ieport. the boys' lines faltered
were
Valor
of
Hall
the
and
park
battlefield
Fluids for the
and fell apart as their second
viditta from a $3 million bequest
ng officer was shot
commandi
by
bent
a cadet's musket,
they followed an
to „Virginia Military Institute ings,
Then
down.
a
battle,
fragment in
by peorge R. Collins, a V.M.I. a shell
shelter under a
take
to
order
other
'cadet's uniform, and
alumnus who died six years
the were'on
ia of the lone in- rail fence. Now,
memorabil
the
that
Union
ago. He stipulated
history when the frontline. They law
U.S.
in
stance
'
nona
as
The cadets
park be administered
cadets, led by their troops attacking.
schoolboy
perto
V.M.I.
profit facility of
exchabged volley for volleyrfor
engaged in combat.
petuate and maintain as a , teachers, • • •
about one-half hour. Then the
putl
memorial for educationa
Union lines fell back.
, IN TOURS of the battlefield
The cadets followed one of
building, visitors
new
the
and
Some of the major three-di- will be told how 247 cadets were their teachers -in pursuit of
menidonal exhibits in the builds at Union soldiers, routing the aring were in Virginia.. Civil War , called from their classroom
victory
Lexington. marched 80 miles in tillery and creating a
I
at Richmond
'
Centennial Center
mostly in mud and in the "fatal orchard."
days,
four
from 1960 to 1965. These ex- rain, to New Market. The orFifty-seven boys were woundThe
Mints, as well as other mentorwere f der for their mobilization came ed: 10 of them fatally.
and
*bum
artifacts,
Confederate Gen. John C. cadets captured 100 prisoners
from
turned over to the Hall of Valor Beckinridge whose forces were and a strategic cannon.
after the five-year Centennial being outnumbered by Northern
The "Field of Lost Shoes"
observance.
Shen- battle is told in a prize-winunits marching into the • • •
.1 a.ndoah Valley from Spottysyl- fling 12-minute color motion
picture. -New Market-A Field
.
vania.
overview
an
are
DISPLAY
ON
of Honor." It will be shown in a
boys
the
1864,
15,
On
May
of
'
events
military
major
the
of
the museum's theater. Until rethe wir with emphasis on Vir- ' (average age was 18. three
cently, it has been shown in a
artilfirst
their
saw
151
were
the
of
cent
per
60
where
giMa
room of the Bushong Farm
battles took place and a de- lery fire at about 11 a.m., movwhich has served as a
tailed view of the Shenandoah ing in quickly from the third House,
y museum. Two rooms
temporar
closed
They
reserves.
of
line
,
campaigns
Valley
the house will be furnished
in
instrucof
their
one
as
ranks
M.I.
Market-V.
In the New
they in mid-19th century style.
area, there are photos, draw- tors was wounded. Then

r'
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furnished apartrHREE-ROOM furnished apart- THREE ROOM
Utilities
ment at 801 Waldrop Drive. For ment. For summer.
Phone 753Private.
.
fu.nished
TFC
753-3264.
call
on
Informati
3001 or 474-2260.
TWO BEDROOM untundaised
for boys,
duplex apartment. Phone M- SLEEPING ROOMS 753-1859.
TFC available June 7. Call
OUE
J-5-C
NICE FURNISHED air condibedroom
tioned apartments for college EXTRA NICE TIME
summer
giris. Call 753-6108 or 7334M mobile home, for
TFC semester. Carpet, air conditionfur.
ed, newly redecorated, new
FURNISHED sportorents
SAD MUSIC IN GEORGIA-An overturned auto in the forefront and looters helping them753-2748. J-5-P
Phone
niture.
selves at the gasoline pumps beyund tell the story of the racial outbreak In Augusta, Ga.
private zooms for collage boys
night and more than two dOZPTI were wounded.
Six men were shot to death tr..
Call 753-3108 or 7534886. TFC NICELY FURNISHED two bedroom apartment. Also with kitFOUR-BEDROOM belch boas chen and den. Couples only.
Paneled din. New furnarn.
(ration -plan.
Located 100 South 13th Street.
area. *135.00 per month. 1000
J-5-C
an
is
surplus
a
Pest Control.
"Running
Kelly's
OM
at
Sharpe. Call =MR
indirect and inefficientmethod
apartFURNISHED three room
of doing what can be done 34741468.
conditioned, private
more directly," he said in a NICE FURNISHED apartment, ment, air
entrance at 1405 Poplar. J4-C
beat,
electric
speech.
ed,
condition
air
He said that if the admin- carpeted, completely furnished. NICE FURNISHED holm, close
the
to
achieve
istration hopes
Big shady yard. Concrete drive- to college, for seven girls. Has
mono soul,il no. into other national goal of building 2.6 way, outside entrance. 110 feet two full baths. Must be 21 years
By NORMAN IVEMPSTER
homes a year,, from edge at campus. Water old. Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
ins e-nnents. including housing. million new
TFC
With more money available for "housing would have to be and garbage pick-up paid by
WASHINGTON (14.1)-A loan- interest
rates would given an actual rather than a landlord. Couples only. $85.00.
34-C LARGE furnished efficiency amember of the Federal Reserve drop
rhetorical position in our Phone 733-3803.
Board says the Nixon adminiby
partment. Air conditioned and
I I), plan. advocated
national spending priorities."
HOUSE TRAILER, 10' a 55', two electric beat. Outside entrance,
stration's plan to increase pri- NiNo v11', council of economic
Administration economists
air conditioned.
Farris Whitevate funds available for home adv orr, would require the believe the
nation faces a bedroom, Murray. Phone 753- couple preferred.
miles from
house Apartments, 1606 West
loans by starting to pay off the go enanent to collect in taxes shortage of
private capital
1-114 Main.
J-6-C
national debt is "like running more than it spends year after available for investment during 7868 or 753-8231.
apartafter a mirage."
rear. Backers of the proposal the 1970s. They argue that if FOUR ROOM furnished
NEW APARTMENT with one
Shernian .1. Maisel says it
the government ran large sur- ment, washer included. Located bedroom, near campus. Couples
surbigger
requires
con,.de it
would make far more sense
.1-8-C
pluses in its budget, the result 311 North 5th Street. Available only. Phone 7534806.
,than the $1.3 billion would be to increase the total through
SPalleiter.
for the government to stimuphisummer
year
J4C TWO TRAILERS, private, lake
late housing directly. either prop,td for the fiscal
investment pool.
Phone 753-1203.
6.%:intiing,1IIIN I
through increased subsidies or
side lots. Located at Blood RivTRAILER on er. One has air conditioning
vdioss appointed
direct loans.
d: "1 side 10* a 40' HOUSE
Maisel
commente
Ites.erve Board with those who believe that shady lot. All electric, air-con- Phone 436-2329.
The administration believes to the Federal
753-1203. 34-C
Lyndon B.
Pre,illent
ffiner
to
by
begins
such a policy is like running ditioned. Phone
that if the governdrent
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartecothe
l
que,tumee
John-on.
after a mirage, since there is a ONE SMALL HOUSE. Married ment. Phone 753-8096.
J-8-C
to repay the $278.5 billion it
administhe
f‘or
notuu
modification of Parkinson's law couples only. Phone 7534782
owes to private lenders, the
afurnished
which states that distant budget days, or 753-3076 evening. 34-C ONE BEDROOM
partment with air conditioner,
surpluses disappear into increased expenditures or -tax -ONE FURNISHED apartment for summer: Phone 753-8556.
J4-C
Would be nice for school girls
reductions.
that housing or boys. Located 900 Woodlawn
"The idea
furnished
phone TWO EXTRA NICE
should be supported primarily Contact Fred McClure,
J4-C one bedroom apartments. Locatthrough a large surplus neglects 753-8044.
ed between town and college.
the traditional and most im- TWO BEDROOM duplex. Stove,
No children. Available June 15.
the
by
of
support
form
portant
refrigerator and air conditioner Also two bedroom unfurnished
Fowemmero. namely, inclusion furnished. No children. No pets. house, located 2% miles from
in the budget," he said. "I $105.00 per month. $50.00 de- Murray. Phone 753-1289. 34-C
see no logical reason why any posit. Phone 753-5792.
34-P
item of high national priority
14111P WANTID
should not have a place in the
KELP WANTED
budget."
Maisel noted that the government already provides nuSOUTIHSIDE RESTAURANT
merous direct and indirect subsidies for housing. If more
Job available for experienced waitress,
money is needed for investment, he said, it should be
night shift.
provided.
Hotnts 2 till 10
"In the period of excess
Sundays off
savings when most of our govApply in person, wearing uniform.
ernment housing programs evolved, a lack of capital support
Must be pleasant, willing to learn
may have made sense," he said.
and cooperate.
"If, however, the problem for
This is a good Job, but it must be filled by a good waitress.
the next decade is a shortage of
3.5-C
savings' relative to capital goals,
failure to support capital investment is nonsensical."

Mortgage plan hit
by member of Fed

11111111/10116 OPPOINES

answer.
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=ileum •
square .
mutates
temperat
Weasel.
cial 20 •
Hughes '

sets, $ if
and
top
PANASO
AC-DC
1025 Ac .
rophone
switch,
hand belt,
reel and
Splicing .
Used one
7534147
1:00 p. in
TWO win
ed size 2229.
BRACE y,
first time
to clean
shampooe
CO
Monkey '
Phone 7
GREY
mare,
children.
horse an.
492-8194
LITTLE I8 and 10.
Phone •
FULL :
ten. Phon
ONE 1..
home. X
Like new
all the
Murray in
Ion call 7
CAMPERS
0 x 12
Hy trailer,
condition.
sPo
paths too,
Lustre
ern Auto,
ing Well".
SINGLE
chests, ma
boo drape
and odds
6243.
VI

baby guin
ring neck
Alexander
south of
DUE TO
small busin
livery to
Can be ma
basis. All
Phone afte

* * *

WOULD LIKE TO BUY good
The l!.S. Supreme Court used furniture. Call 753-4157
has held that a fire or health anytime or 753-2930 after 4
inspector riTrist get a search p.m. Also have for sale good
3-8-C
warrant to enter a building used air conditioners.
without consent.
41.141081110411r"-.

FOUND: Big black and brown
The diversified croplands male dog. Found in vicinity of
of Oregon's Willamette Valley Kingwood Subdivision, South
could feed 12 million persons. 16th Street. Phone 759-7810.
34-C

HAY CUT, hailed and put Is
barn. Phone, 71111110110.
Inne4C

used behi
Phone

RAW,FTLICD, lawn movies Mid
lean appliances repaired mod
eialVb Street. Planta 71111Cl
8067.
Am-MC
FLOOR SANDING and Mali
ing, new and old floors, we*
guaranteed. 311 yews esperinass.
John Taylor, Wino, Inntuelty,
Route 3, 42011k Am* 378-41111S
.1-.111114
CALL THIS number for paneling. painting or general repairs.
Free enigmas& 753-4884. .14-4

WANT TO
house, ne
District. P

.4

PROFESS°
riving Aug
three bedr
preciated.
Monmouth
27701.

WANTED: Vacant Iota to mow.
Phone 753-3798.
3-8-C
trf.o

WILL DO GENERAL office
work, experienced. Also baby
sitting. experienced. Phone 7824118.
34-C

of,

Am

COLLEGE PERSON trained and
experience in all types of office
work. Phone 753-8459 or 782
4186.
34-C
WILL MOW YARDS, also will
do all kinds of yard work. Phone
3-5,P
435-4152.

Bye bye,Barbara.
Bye bye,car.
Barbara will be gone for five minutes Her car, gone forever And some young boy is in deep trouble
Leaving the keys in the ignition seems a small oversight
to her, but it's a large temptation to an impulsive teenager. 777,800 cars were reported stolen last year more
than half of them by young offenders And owner care-

of auto theft in our community He k-. ". that the facts
show it's a crime of opportunity
why he asks
Barbara-and you
remember hi'
'
4111.1.
to your keys so you can hang on '
1 14,0 A
car And keep a young boy from t
:ere
ried away

lessness was most often involved
Your new car dealer is concerned about ,the problem

National Automobile Dealers Association
ofo•no.o•foo• of Afro•foc• s ff

n..&.,..,,,

• Ws•Ilinfatoro DC

, this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.
a Sodom presented by N.A.D.A.,
'
One in

•

KELLY'S Pest Control. Ter.
mitas-oat your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-are
poison. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914.
34 hours a day.

6
411
4
4
to
.iorz
estimates place the death
DISASTER IN PERU Government
to
toll at..1.0.00 as landslides, and floods block rescue efforts
*au, vastated tiy ;in earthquake in northern Perii
•
one of the how..., that safe;ed major damage in
Shown
1110

eRofil4toldr,,I$o

Complete Smell engine Repair
GARDEN TILLERS, lawn maw
ers, chain saws. Authorise(
Briggs & Strattoa Dealer. Am
thorned Lawson Power Products
Dealer, Murray Supply Co., 391
East Main. Phone 763-3811.
&ITC
WILL DO ODD fobs, mow lawns,
etc. Phone 753-1642.
J.6-C

CAI
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALO

Buf,S'e//,7frotee
IlkAkem;FtW
MOWN TN

for boys,
all 753-1859.
3-5-C
E bedroom
r summer
ir conditioned, new fur.
48. .1-5-P
two bedwith kituples only.
13th Street.
J-8-C
room apartprivate
. 1-8-C
house, close
girls. Has
be 21 years
or 753.5108.
TIC
fficiency ationed and
entrance,
s White1806 West
J4C
with one
us. Couples
1-6-C
rivate, lake
Blood Riconditioning
J-6-C
plex apart„7-6-C
bed aonditioner,
753-8555.
.14-C
furnished
ents. Locatnd college.
le June 15.
nfurnished
lies from
3-6-C
ID

bad
sad
••••
,
4.1.

Juse-SIC
Olds&
week
experienen
Kentucky.
376-31IN.
Jene4S-C
for panelrepairs.
34C
I to mow.
J4-C
office
baby
hone 762J-4-C
ained and
I of office
or 782
J4-C
also will
it. Phone
.1-5-P
trol. TarRoaches
iders-an
on call
753-3914,
11-3-5-C
I

Pm
Co, XII
3361.
11-1TC
w lawns,
J.6-C

POR SALE

POI SALE

ROOF PROBLEMS: We have the
sower. Apply new roof with
Ily•Kles Fihrated Asphalt Al*
minium for only 3 cents per
squaw foot. Seals out rain, insulates and reduces intake
temperature by 13 degrees.
Wears for yews. Ask about apecial 20 gallon drum price at
Hughes Paint Store
June-364

CULVERT, five sections, three
feet by 18 inches. Good condition, $17.00. Phone 7534783.

5 MONTHS OLD ARC registered German Shepherd. Male,
$35.00. Phone 753-4819 after
1-4C
5:00 P.m.
21 FT. OUTBOARD Cruiser, 100
HP Mercury. Reduced for quick
sale, Price, $795.00. Phone 474NEW SOFA and matching chair 2211 Ext. 171, J. W. Wilham
sets, $100.00. New box spring
3-4-C
and mattreas sets, $50.00. Glees
top tables. Phone 753-3616.
RCA VICTOR STEREO
TIC portable with two detachable
$70.00. Phone 733PANASONIC solid state portaMe speakers,
34-C
9695.
tope recorder. Two tape speed&
broken
AC-DC operated. Model No. litg GELDING, GREEN
1025. Accessories; Pruritic mic- Saddle mare, reasonable to good
rophone with remote control home. No dealers. Phone 436switch, microphone case and ,2415 evenings.
3-8-C
hand belt, radio cord IL 3 Ina
reel and a magnetic ear phone. LABRADOR RETRIEVER, reSplicing tape and batteries. gistered, Two years old. Phone
Used one month, $40.00. Phone 753-4505 •
753-3147 or 759-4875 before
Must sell six months
3:00 p. in.
17NC MOVING.
.
old Ping Pong table and acantique oak
TWO window fans, also assort- cessories, $35.00;
Phone 753ed size canning jars. Phone 434 library table, $25.00.
95-C
WPC 543'7.

ed &porter. Utilities
Phone 7533-44
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AUTOS Ma SALM
NEW DATSUN
TRADE-1t45
1968 DATSUN pickup, 26,
000 miles, nice, white
west coast
mirrors,
81395.

HELP WANTED

AUTOS POI SALA

WANTED: Homewaters, eweaddressers Send self-addressed atamped envelope for
complete details. ILeafaover's
1474 N. Grand St. Wabash, led

mommummumatimIl lose
JOIN OUR
ECONOMY DRIVE

61992.

Agee?

WOMEN; can you qualify? Need
soinebod,y to assist in my business, three hours a day, five
days a week, $65.00 per week.
1965 CHEVROLET Malibu, 6For personal interview call Mrs
passenger wagon, local
Doran 753-8970 between 2:00
oar, exceptionally nice,
34-C
1968 GMC pick-up, long wide and 4:00 p. in.
only $1095.00.
bed, 6 cylinder engine
1966 CHEVY II, 6-passenger
standard transmission, MONEY! MONEY! MONEY!
wagon, clean, $1195.00.
8,000 miles. One owner You can earn a lot of it selling
only $1695.00.
beautiful Avon Cosmetics 1964 FORD Galairie 2-door
hours to suit you- local custohardtop, radio and heal1967 DODGE 2 ton V-8 four mers- and irs fun. Call quicker. Special $595.00.
speed, two speed rear ly, collect after 7 p.m., 365axle, 30,000 miles. One 9424, Mrs. Janet Kunick, or
1964 CHRYSLER 300, 2-door
local owner, only $2595.00. write Route 2, Box 136-A,
hardtop, local, power
3-3-C
steering, power brakes,
1967 FORD Ranger pick-up, Princeton, Ky.
automatic, $695.00.
long wide bed, V-8 en- FOR DEBIT INSURANCE, guargine. Many other Ford
1966 DATSUN 4-door sedan.
anteed salary of $110.00 to
extras. Light green fin1300 serial, up to 30
$135.00 per week plus' commiss$1795.00.
Special
ish.
miles per gallon. Spec
ion. Write Box 32 N, Murray,
ial $695.00.
1967 INTERNATIONAL Tan- Kentucky.
dum V-8 engine,
1962 VOLKSWAGEN, blue
WANTED: Someone to mow our
speed transmission, two
local oar, nice, terrific
14-.0
lawn. Phone 753-3218.
yard
10
axle,
speed
value, $445.00.
dump bed. Good tires. TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight
ILE 88, 4Ready for lots of hard Semi). Experience helpful but
Would •i.„1957 OLDSMOB
BRACE yourself for a thrill the 12 X 40 ALL GAS trailer.
door sedan, automatic,
work, $2895.00.
not necessary. Now you can
payover
take
to
someone
like
first time you use Blue Lustre
,real transportation, onhour and up at
1966 F100 FORD pick-up, 6 earn $4.50 an
to clean rugs. Rent electric ments. Phone 7534614. 3-8-C
ly, $125.00.
training; for local and
cylinder engine, (stand- ter short
34-C WE HAVE A FULL line of
shampooer $1. Big K.
haulii.g. For ap1955 CHEVROLET Bel-Air,
ard transmission, only over-the-road
garden tillers,
plication write: Nation Wide
almost 'new tires, good
COLLECTORS ITEMS: Hawaiian lawn mowers and
Special,
miles.
28,000
Seaford's
Seal Division, Suite 214, Marsound 'transmission,
Monkey Pod; hardwood tables_ still at sale prices.
$1095.00.
.14-C Lawn & Garden Equipment,
ine Bldg. 171 New Circle Rd.,
Special $95.00,
Phone 753-7720.
14-C
phone 437-4412.
1965 FORD pick-up V-8 en- N. E., Lexington, Hy. 40505, or
1967 DATSUN 4-door sedan.
GREY AND white Pinto pony
gine, automatic trans- call (606) 299-6912, after 5 p.m.
top. Johnair conditioner, 1300 aemare, extra gentle for small 196'7 SWISS SIX with
1-5-C
mission, custom cab, (606) 252-3484.
ski
All
motor.
HP
60
son
ries, Good economy,
children. Good Sorrell saddle
long wide bed. Green
439
Phone
included.
t
equipmen
old,
year
$895.00.
horse and new saddle. Phone
and white finish. One BABY SITTER for two Starting
1-11-NC
hours.
school
during
492-8194 after five p.m. J-4-C 4825 or 7534756.
owner. Local truck.
1966 SIMCA 4-door, sound,
next August_ Phone 753-7119.
$1295.00.
21 INCH BLACK and white
real economy, up to 35
3-5-C
Lrrnz GIRLS DRESSES, size RCA
stand
swivel
on
television
only
gallon,
per
miles
8 and 10. Also good used couch.
1963 ECONO-LINE Van, 6
body
489-3571.
ed
Phone
Experienc
$495.00.
Phone 492-8360.
cylinder engine, stand- WANTED:
per year
holidays
Five
man.
ard
Red
medium
ion.
ON,
transmiss
1959 FORD 4-door hardtop,
with
FULL BLOODED Siamese kit- COLOR TELEVISI
and white. Only $395.- with pay, weeks vacation
Galaxie, good tires ,auJ-4-C size buffett, step table, curtains,
five
ten. Phone 436-5570.
Work
year.
one
after
pay
00.
air conditioner, radio. Phone
tomatic, only $195.00.
days per week. Phone Rudy's
ONE 1968 SCHULT mobile 753-3987.
Body Shop, 753-1277 days or
1962 PONTIAC Teinpest stahome. Used only 21 months.
PARKER FORD INC.
3-6-C
CRAFT cabin
753-5175 nights.
tion wagon, drives and
Like new inside and out, has 28 PT. CHRIS
five persons
sleeps
$195.00.
only
7th
good,
runs
of
and
cruiser,
Corner
Main
).
leaving
be
earnWill
to
all the extras.
THE PERFECT way
Good condition.
"See This One".
Phone 753-5273
homenear
Murray in Sept. For informat- 1962 model.
hours
own
your
1-6-C
1-4C
ion call 753-8276 after 6:00 p.m. Phone 753-2246.
big money potential. Be an
J-4-P CASH AND CARRY - New
•,‘ on Representative. Still some
LASS1TER-McKINNEY
carpet. Come in
acancies. Call quickly, coiled
CAMPERS. Hedrick tent size truck load of
al
DATSUN
,after 7 p.m., 365-9424, Mrs. is0 a 12 and Sears all metal util- Tuesday morning. Commerci
Aux* ova SALE t tet Kunick, or write Route 2,
back
ity trailer, slightly used. Good type Hi-Density rubber
Open tit 8:00 p.
$305
shag
Heavy
yd.
sq.
$3.95
, tour wheel dms. lizx 136-A, Princeton, Ky. 1-6-C
nip
lase
1-4-P
753-3118.
condition. Phone
sq. yd. Big bargain pile, big
Sycamorip Street
low mileage, has two 10911- Ca WANTED: Nurses aides to work
THIS spot that spot, traffic room sizes, some rolls, large
7597850.
Trc 2:30 to 11:00 p.m. shift in modpaths too, removed with Blue remnants, cut off pieces $1.99
ern air conditioned building,
Lustre carpet shampoo. West- sq. yd. and $2.99 sq. yd. While
1961 CHEVROLET pickup truck, nursing bed patients, etc. Ideaboards.
side
ern Auto, Home of "The Null- it lasts. Big stock. Paschall's
new
V-8 motor,
NOTICII
Retirement Home
dowview
1-6-C Discount House, Hazel, Kening Well".
Phone 492-8194 after five pm. Phone Farmington 345-211i
j 6.a_c
j4_c
ler
&
SALES
LUX
1-6-P
ELECTRO
tucky. 492-9733.
BEDS,
unfinished
SINGLE
C.
Ey,
Murray,
218,
vice, Box
chests, maple desk, lined bam- RUMMAGE SALE at 301 South IL Sondem, Phone 382441611
to work on
AN EXTRA NICE 1959 6-Qlind- WANTED: Man
boo drapes, goose neck lamps 6th Street, starting at seven Lynnville, Eintacky.
yards. some painting and genwide
with
pick-up
Chevrolet
er
and odds and ends. Phone 753- a.m., on Friday, June 5, and
-16-C
June
Employment abed. See Hewlett Cooper or call eral clean up
6243.
Saturday, June 6. Few antiques,
summer. Need deall
vailable
1-4-P
p.m.
3:00
1-T-C
after
753-3336
lots of clothes.
pendable person, not afraid of
BABY TURKEYS, baby ducks,
GOSPEL MEETING, June 7-14,
J-6-C
baby guineas, fancy chickens, INDOOR, Outdoor Sale. Wash- Green Plain Church of Christ, 1969 YELLOW MUSTANG. Per- work Phone 753-1299
ring neck doves. Phone Hubert ing machine, $75.00. Couch, Old Murray-Paris Road. Services fect condition, one owner, Phone
.14-C 753-2392.
Alexander 328-8563, three miles $30.00, hide-a-bed couch, $75.00. 7:45 each evening.
344' Mattress and box springs, 615 south of Sedalia.
00, white hard board chest of BALDWIN PIANOS end organs
Mental hospital ^
DUE TO ILLNESS - Profitatie drawers, $8.00. Pool table, $80 -rent $10.00 monthly, rent ap- 1969 AMX, damaged front end.
population declines
small business. Fresh Potato de- 00. Swing set, one antique plies to parches*. Used spinet parts, $350.00. Phone 753-8769
3-5-C
livery to local establishments. dresser, 835.00, toys, clothes, pianos and organs. Loaarde
complete
time
"Your
part
Company
a
on
Piano
managed
be
Can
science fiction paper backs, fold
WASIII"Ni;TtEN (1 P1)'
1966 CORVETTE Sting Ray,
basis. All equipment included. up chairs, two childrens cars music store". Pm-is and Martin, convertible, four speed, 327 For the 14th consecutive year
3-5-P
.
753-5889.
Tennessee
Phone after 5 p.m.
and one tractor, upholstered
Excellent condition. Phone 753- the resident population in
roeker; $12.00, two floor lamp-,
8417, Bruce Gillespie, 1610 West state and county mental hosset, table and three chairs, WILL THE PERSON who called Olive.
1.6-P pitals in the United States
TWO WHEEL trailer. Can be 68.00
two mirrors one heavy oak one Early White on June 2 inquirhas declined. ac-cooling to a
tractor.
or
car
behind
used
the
National
3-6-C gold Syrocco, etc. 1882 College ing about fox dog please cal; 1967 IMPALA two door hard- study
by
Phone 436-2385.
MonTerrace, Saturday through
J-6 C top. Kentuck tags, one owns, Institute of _
allath
492-8552.
ege Farm Road on
(Mb).
car
new
power
green,
RS
NOTICE TO CREDITO
fiti, then last right betcli
d
been steering, $1575.00. Dwain Taylor
has
WANTED TO ItENT
Administration
fore you reach Hamilton. 1-6-C
Resident population in
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
granted by the county court upWANT TO RENT three bedroom A WOMAN'S DREAM home, on the following estates, to-wit: Street. Phone 7592617. 1-5-C these hospitals for fiscal 1%9
was 366,815 -- a decline of
house, near Robertson School custom-built by owner; luxurClaude Lawrence, Dec'd. Her
District. Phone 753-1894. J-6-C ious; closets galore; huge kit- old Lawrence, Route 1, Kirksey, 1966 FAIRLANE GT, four 8 per cent from the previous
speed, 390 cubic inch. Excel- year. Factors related to the
two baths; carpeted; Kentucky, Executor.
PROFESSOR WITH family, ar chen;
heat
lent condition. Best offer can decline: • the availability of
central
room;
sun
drapes;
Lochie
Bobbie Wood, Dec'd.
riving August 1, desires to rent
J-6 C improved tranquilizing agents
7534572.
foyer;
tile
place;
fire
air;
B. Hart, Payne St., Murray, Ken- buy. Phone
three bedroom house. Photo ap and
and increiwed availabilityMid
intercom;
lighting;
preriated. David S Payne, 220 Indirectgarage; three bedrooms; tucky, Executrix.
1068 ROAD RUNNER, power utilization of outpatient and
Sallie J. Johnson, Dec'd. John
air conditioning. aftercare 'facilities.
Monmouth Ave., Durham, N.C. double
be seen. 753- E. Johnson, Route 4, Murray, steering and
1-10-P much more. Must
after 4:00 p m
753-2713
Phone
27701.
H
3-6-C- Kentucky, Administrator.
870d. 804 North 20th.
1.10-C
Morris Clayton Kennerly,
Noma
NOTKII
Dec'd. Inez Scarborough, Route a.
1, Murray, Kentucky, Acimin,stratrix.
T;-•;"'
SIGN UP NOW
W. C. Robinson, Dec'd Robert J. Robinson, Burna, KenAmazing Low Price on the All New
tucky, Administrator.
FOR SUMMER GUITAR LESSONS
J. Carr, Dec'd. Mrs.
Mary
ng
h
Runni
Smoot
(ngps 8 to SO)
Garvin Bourland, Route 2, Murray, Kentucky, Administratrix.
C. C. Farmer, Dec'd. Lillian
Farmer Corn, Lucille Farmer
Austin, Murray, Ky., Co-Executrix,
Dixie Land Shopping Center
Carl C. Harrison, Dec'd. RobJoe Forsee
To
bie Harrison, 215 S. 13th Street,
j-5-c
Phone 753 7575 For Further Information
Murray, Kentucky, Executrix.
Lovett,
Dewey
Phearson
Dec'd. Thomas D. Lovett, Route
3, Murray, Kentucky, Administrator.
"AUCTION"
All persons having claims •:Saturday, June 6
gainst said estates are notified
to present them to the AdminTools; Antiques, Fishing EquipmentShop
Furniture:
Lunch served.
istrators or Executors veribed
on name it, we'll have it. An all day sale.
according to law, same to be
owner
Hale,
Vera
rs.
presented to said Administrat
Paris, on
From Paris Landing State Park. go toward
ors and Executors in due course
it.
That's
Market.
Highway to Hale's Gro &
..
of law.
234
COL. HULIE V. HASTINGS, AUCTIONEER
This 1 day of June. 1970.
Tenn.
-is,
P.•
collect)
us
(call
Phone 442 4543
Marvin Harris, Clerk
Phone 753 5862
Corner of eth & Main
$1,1011.85)
By Judith Airily", DC
(This Add worth 815.111 en your Saki, ever
ml4c
Tenn.)
&
Ste
KY.
1-T-P
Bonded.
-a
Licensed
.!"..
,
4
‘:;)
•:;) .Z.1 1:2
1969 FORD Bronco, four
wheel drive, lock out
front hubs, metal cab.
Low mileage. Turquoise
and white, $2295.00.

UAL ESTATE POE SALE

Grove,
FOUR BEDROOM MODERN brick veneer in Lynn
family
situated on a wooded 2 acre lot. Has a large
garage.
room, air conditioner, electric heat, and a 2 car
ON NORTH 6TH STREET across from the National
Hotel, a large business lot with a frame house. $15,000.00.
MAGNIFICENTLY DESIGNED tri-level brick veneer
house located at 814 Olive. This home consists of the
following appointments: 4 bedrooms and bath, upper
level; living room, formal dining room, and kitchen,
middle level; large cozy den with a fireplace, study,
bedroom, bath, and utility, lower level. Many, many
built-ins, plus a stove, dish washer, disposal, drapes,
T.V. antenna, a large patio, central heat and air, and
many large oak trees. This home isn't nearly as high
priced as it sounds! Financing available to a qualified
buyer at 7%% interest.
A VERY WELL KEPT, 1% story older home. Located 2
blocks west of the University in the Robertson School
district, it has a full basement, living room, kitchen.
dinette, 1% baths, central heat, attached carport, garage. Situated on a well landscaped corner lot. Only
$17,000.00.
FORMAL DINING ROOM, carpeted living room, 3 bedrooms, den with fireplace, lots of closets, and garage
are all great features of this lovely ranch style home.
Other outstanding features are: drapes, dish washer,
built
kitchen range, central heat and air. This home was
half way
by one of Murray's top builders. It is located
only 3
-Veteen downtovnt Intrtbe University, and is
blocks from the Chestnut Street shopping area.
NEWLY-WEDS' DELIGHT! A very- special 2 bedroom
frame, extremely neat and decorated in excellent taste.
Full basement with large den, central heat and air, food
freezer, dish washer, disposal, washer, dryer, drapes
and refrigerator. $16,800.00.
A MOST IMMACULATE 1% story brick home featuring
4 bedrooms, family room, spacious living room, 2 baths.
Added extras are drapes, dish washer, disposal, built-in
range, carport, paved drive, extremely nice storage
must
building, and a large well landscaped lawn. You
see to appreciate.
IDEALLY LOCATED AND ONLY 3.6 miles west of the
city limits, a 26 acre farm. Fenced, deep well, and pole
barn. This is one of the nicest farms we have had in
years -- small acreage, close in. They are really hard
to find so be sure to call about this one.
FRATERNITIES, HERE IT Ill The size is right, the
zoning is right, the lot is large, and the price moderate.
Located across from campus.
250 ACRES ADJOINING the city limits. Excellent farm
land, 205 acres tillable. Lots of railia ad frontage, water
and sewer available.
IN HAZEL, A VERY WELL BUILT brick building on a
large lot. Can be used as a clean up shop, service station, dry goods store, paint store - just about anything.
Only $9,000.00.
1106 MAIN, A REAL NICE older 5 bedroom, 2 story
frame. Dining room, drapes, stove, refrigerator, freezer, garbage disposal, central gas heat, large lot.
SPACIOUS LOT WITH A 2 bedroom brick veneer on
Highwar,121 East near Cherry Corner. Large living
room, separate kitchen, air conditioner, electric heat,
utility, and carport.
A VERY NICE 2 STORY FRAME across from the University on North 18th Street. This home has a real great
apartment with a private entrance. Also, the owner's
downstairs quarters has 2 bedrooms, dining room, living room, bath. kitchen, and central gas heat. If you
teach or work at the University and want to live within walking distance and have an income, you should
buy this house.
A TRULY OUTSTANDING 3 bedroom brick veneer
numhome located on a quiet street. This home has the
of, plus
ber and size closets you have always dreamed
bgths, carden, state entrance hall, large fireplace, 2
tower,
pets, drapes, dish washer, dove, disposal, T.V.
paved
and
carport,
car
2
patio,
air,
and
heat
central
everything drive. Exquisitely landscaped. Truly has
buyer.
I am reserving for the very particular
have a 20 acre
we
JUST 2 MILES FROM CITY LIMITS,
home. Other fine
vereer
brick
bedroom
4
a
with
farm
room, huge livfeatures include plastered walls, dining
for cattle
fenced
barn,
well,
Excellent
baths.
ing room, 2
from
drive
pleasant
a
just
is
this
,
or horses. Remember
shopping areas.
quiet 40 acre farm
IF YOU DESIRE TO RETIRE to i
have the perfect
we
house,
bedroom
2
modern
with a
off the main
well
and
Lake
the
to
close
place. Located
whippoorby
only
ed
interrupt
is
road, Where privacy
an extra house
wills. Also included: a re il fine well,
stalls. Only $12,000.00.
In fair condition and a good
_
INVESTMENT PROPERTY ONLY 150' off the court
square. Large brick building in good repair. Only $18,000.00 - a real hedge against inflation.
APROXIMATELY 23'l ACRES located 4 miles North
of Murray About 23 acres in pasture. Fenced for cattle, good stock water, no buildings. You can buy this
acreage for only $740000

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR
502 MAPLE STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Office Phone 753-4342 - Hem. Plum* 75.15020
1-T-C

NEAR UNIVERSITY - 1716
Calloway Ave. This attractive
brick home has a large kitchenfamily room, living room, S bedrooms, 1% ceramic baths, utility room, carport, kitchen builtins. Draperies and two air con
ditioners are included.
BEDROOM BUFF brick horns
at 1820 Catalina. Living room,
kitchen-family room, utility, 13
baths, wall to wall carpeting,
central beat and air, carport.
This home is in "like new" con
lition.
$1,000 PRICE REDUCTION on
this 3 bedroom brick home at
1615 Belmonte Drive. A brand
new home that the owner needs
to sell. Has a living room, kitchen-family room, 1% baths,
wall to wall carpeting, central
beat and air, carport, attic storage. On an 80' x 220' lot in the
Robertson School district. 100%
financing available to a qualified buyer.
3 BEDROOM HOME with aluminum siding, located on Lynn
Grove Highway, just outside
Murray city limits. Has carpeted living room with fireplace,
dining room with carpeting,
storm doors aMe window',
ecreened porch, separate garage, large storage shed, beautifully landscaped 170' x 170' lot
FURNISHED DUPLEX on Lynn
Grove Highway. Each 3 bedroom unit has wall to wall car
petting and practically new appliances. Situated on nice 100' x
380' lot. Must be seen to be
appreciated.
2 acres
APPROXIMATELY
wooded land, on Ky. 783, just
south of Wiswell.
5 ACRES approximately 4 mlles
west of Murray city limits. Priced $2,500. Terms to suit your
budget.
17% ACRE FARM with 2 bedroom frame home, on Old Salem Road.
19 ACRES WITH 2 bedroom
shingled house on US-641 North.
36 ACRES WITH 2 bedroom
shingled house on Layeock
Road.
37 ACRES WITH 2 bedroom
shingled house on MurrayBuchanan Road.
142 ACRES WITH 4 room brick
house, near Puryear, Tenn.
190 ACRES near Kentucky
Lake, on Watts Road.
2 BEDROOM FRAME home on
14 acre lot in Almo.
2 BEDROOM FRAME home, 84
miles SE- of Murray on Ky.
121.
2 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL cottage at Blood River Boat Dock
Completely furnishedCOMMERCIAL LOTS on South
4th Street. Owner will build to
suit tenant.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Jack
son Acmes, Fairview Acres,
Westwood. Also, rural sites near
Murray.
LAKE AREA LOTS in Center
Ridge, Panorama Shores and
Pine Bluff Shores.
TO BUY .. see us!
TO SELL .... list with us!
F'ULTON YOUNG REALTY.
4th & Maple Street, Phone 7537333. Home phones: Fulton E
Young, 753-4648; Ishmael Stin1-TC
son. 7531534.
12 ACRES On State Line Road,
2% miles east of Hazel. Good
level land, beautiful building
site. For information phone 492.14-C
8556.
BY OWNER: Two bedroom
white frame house with den,
dining area, garage and utility.
In excellent location, near town
and schools and shopping cen1-6-C
ter. Phone 7597684.
NEW TWO 33EDROOM frame
house with cartiarrind storage
% acre lot. Carpet through entire house, electric beat, one
male west of Coldwater Road.
Phone 489-2023.
TWO LOTS, extra nice. One
acre each. Couple of hundred
yards off MayUd Highway on
Penny Road. Phone 753-9828.
34-C
$10 DOWN AND $10 per month
will buy a large wooded 100 x
200 lot at Keniana Shores. All
utilities including water available - lake access privileges.
Phone 436-5320 for complete
information and directions.
J-6-C
IN PANORAMA Shores, large
lots with 10 x 50 mobile home,
air conditioned. Phone 753-4758.
3-10-C

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

CAIN & TAYLOR ULF STATION

REAL ESTATE POE SALMI

OPPORTUNITY
RICHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR
HMO

ON MELROSE, new four-oeoroom brick with 2% baths,Int
mal dining room, large living'
room, panelled family room
with fireplace, nice kitchen with
built in appliances, carpet, central heat and air. Call 753-3603
J-6-C
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)Census figures indicate that in
at the time of the American Revolution, the population of the area which is
now Kentucky was about UNE
Ten years later the figure
had jumped to 20010,and by
MOO upwards of
the year
220.600 people had settled in
the region.

irn,
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTF.JINATIONAL

gentinved From Pags 0
[
le, 84, Roosevelt William
. Douglas, 71, Roosevelt, John
Harlan, 70, Eisenhower. WUJ. Brennan, Jr., 64, Eisenoiler. Potter Stewart, 55, Eiswer, Byron R. Whits, 52,
dy. Thurgood Marshall,
1, Johnson. Harry A. Black61, Nixon.

WASHINGTON - President Nixon. praising the Cambodian
offensive:
"I can now state that this has been the most successful operation of this long and very difficult war."
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Gov. Albert P. Brewer. commenting about his loss to George C Wallace in the guebernatorial runoff election, said the campaign was:
-The dirtiest I've ever seen in my political life."

Bowker

Seen&
AroL
Mur

• holier at Lady the inside
e de yesterday
andouwtsi
ogrnitnog go
opened the
pack door for her. It was 'mintg and she stands there in the
:n door just looking. We keep
nog her to go on but she reto budge. She hates to
net set.
.

WASHINGTON - Commissioner Charles C. Edwards of the
Food and Drug Administration, announcing the approval for the
marketing of a prescprition drug called L-clopa for treatment of
Parkinson's Disease:
"This new drug shows promise of being one of the major drug
discoveries of recent years."

Mrs. Sheppard
Dies At Benton

United Prei

la of the Justices were nem.
oa by Republicans and four .iy
Oeraocrats.

WASHINGTON - Sen. Frank Church, D-Ldabo. speaking in
favor of his legislation to endthe U. S. Cambodian offensive:
"If the President is right abs* our success in Cambodia, we
won't have to go back again in the future; if the President is
wrong, we'd best not go back again without the °onset of Con-

Automatic camera photo shows robber believed to be Pavia
leaving branch of the Bankers Trust Co., New York.

School warning 1.1
mg. School's out.

Exigency means
thing as emerge:

We finallyma
7Z a comprto
awe We closed the door and

Mellifluous is a
means sweetly a
Even the word it
flowing, smooth.

let her out into the carport
where it was not raining.
MI A full page picture of the form-

Miss Kay Pinkley appears
Pt the May-June issue of Scenic
South, publication of the Stand
Ord Oil Company. Mrs. RoecleMier, her present name, was
Mountain Laurel Queen in 1989
Ind the publication carried sew.
oral pictures on the Mountain
Laurel Festival.

(Continued From Page 1)

BENTON, Ky., June 3-Mrs.
SPECIAL DELIVERY--JosePh Cognate, 27, looks as composed as any banker
Mattie Sheppard of Hardin Rt. Garden Department committee.
as he arrives
by ambulance in Hartford, Conn., for a session
I died at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday
of his trial in connection with robbery
The lawn also featunes pink
of Hartford bank in March, 1989. Cognato was shot in
In Benton Hospital. She was 84 petunias around the marble base
a clash with police in Westfield, N.J.
years old.
and unusual arrangements are
found in each of the many
Mrs. Sheppard was a mem- planted areas. A swimming pool
ber of Union Ridge Baptist Is in the back surrounded by a
Church.
wire fence.
Walkways of marble and rock
She leaves one son, Jesse
with stepping stones covered
Whiskers do not an artist make,
Sheppard of Hardin Rt. 1; three ' with outdoor carpeting
lead
clothes the man, nor beiauty
nor
to
sisters, Mrs. Gracie Odom of a terrace
that is surrounded by
the woman.
Paducah; Mrs. Bonnie Sills of Joseph's Coat and other
plants,
The Jack Lloyd Paducah team Paducah, Division III; Charlene
Bent& Rt. 5, and Mrs. Reba and an area using
a water founAs the commercial says, It's of amateur
and professional Shaw of La Center, and Dr. Chris Orsborn, also of Paducah,
Sins of Dearborn, Mich.; two tain.
what's inside that counts.
dancers won their third consecu- Jack Giannini of Princeton, captured second place honors in
brothers, Alva Butler of Benton
The committee said everytive title in the annual Mid- Division IV; Mlle Burnley of the professional divis to n for
Rt. 5 and Wavil Butler of Sym- thing in the yard
We just got hungry last night
is framed or
Seeia; one grandchild and two bordered with some type
for a baked potatoe so one of American Ballroom Danc ing Paducah, Women's Adult, and women and men.
of
great-grandchildren.
Other first place winners were
perennial or annual, and that
our daughters-in-law goes over Championship f inal s, in St. Judy Parker of Murray, the top
20 SANK It0811ERIES-Raphael Pavia, 44, a hotel bartender
Funeral rites will be conduct- something is blooming in every
High Silver Division. Judy Park- Debbie Davis, Randall Chandto the Southside and gets some. Louis, Mo.
in New York, waves handcuffs and emotes for the camera
ed at 1 p.m. Thursday at the bed. Roses are found in an
The event is sponsored by the er and Allie Burnley won their ler, James Warner, Nom ShelPut butter in these beauties and
arafter his arrest about an hour after robbery of a Bankers
Union Ridge Baptist Church. bor and other places, and ivy
let it get good and melted, then Mid-American Federation of third consecutive titles and Dr. by, Mike Shelby and Eli Shaw.
Trust Co. branch on Park Avenue in Manhattan, He is beThe Rev, John Stringer and the runs on the side entrance
The remainder of the team inspringle some salt and pepper Ballroom Dancing Schools for Giannini, his second.
walk
lieved to have committed 20 bank robberies in 35 days.
Rev. Heyward Roberts will of- and steps.
on them and you immediately the benefit of the Easter Seal
Benny Harper and Ruth John- cluded Carmen Cloyd, Clara
ficiate. Burial will be in Union
"Dashing Dan." the police call the Tunisian native because
The professival judge easily
rise from the Feinachmec.ker Society for Crippled Children son, troth of Paducah, won the Atheorn, Teresa Ettensohn,
Ridge Cemetery.
of his "Thank on very much" to bank tellers,
category. Are you there Jos? and Adults.
Counted fifty-seven different
top f irst place professional Charles Phillips, Clete Ettensahn
More than 100 finalists from
arieties of plants in the yard,
awards. Fern Logeman and M. H. Cloyd and Robert Moon,
•rding to Mrs. J. B. Wilson.'
all of Paducah.
publicly or privately, I herewith We alse got some fried chicken Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
une yard month committee
to round off this bit of glory Missouri, Kentucky abd TennesThe final results gave Padureaffirm."
cah 59 points; St. Louis, eight
Nonfat dry milk contains hairman.
He coupled this with a warn- and thoroughly satisfied o ur see participated in 186 different
contests to determine the champoints; Toled o,.Ohio, four
all the, nutritive elements of
ing that if North Vietnam in- driving hanger.
pions of Fox Trot, Waltz, Swing,
points; Memphis, Tenn., one
whole fluid milk except vitacreases its attacks he will "take
The Rome Colosseum is also
Rhumba, Tango, Samba and
minand f).
BENTON, Ky., June 3 - Fu- point; and all other teams,
known as the Flavian Amphi- move to prohibit any future strong and effective measures
Cha-Cha in seven categories of
neral services for Mrs. Ora none. The margin of victory
military operations in Cambo- to deal with that situation."
theater.
competition.
Grubbs, ft, will be conducted was 51 points.
dia, the President issued a
Paducah won 11 out of 13
at 3 p.m. Thursday at the Linn
strong plea for support of his
Funeral Home. Emmett Clark
"program for peace."
third grader reported that overall trophies and captured 48
WORKS FOR DOCTORATE
will officiate and burial will be Batting champs
"We have a program for peace
is new substitute teacher had of 58 first place individual dance
In Pace Cemetery at Hardin.
-and the greater the support SALT
only
two rules "sit down and championships.
LAKE CITY (UP
PITTSBURGH (UPI) Mrs. Grubbs, a member of
the administration receives in
!hut up".
Members of the Paducah team
wasn't exactly what a
Hardin Church of Christ, died Pittsburgh Pirate players won
its efforts, the greater the opto win the 11 overall championof electrical engineering would
portunity to win the just peace
at 8 a.m. Tuesday in the Long fosse consecutive National
ships were Carol Moon and Robstudy for, but searcbIn
we all desire," he said.
Term Care Unit at Benton Muni- League batting championships
ert Davis of Paducah, Division
Using film clips of the cap- through the city dump was
cipal Hospital. A resident of from 196467 - Roberto
I; Audrey Warner of Paducah,
tured war materials to illustrate what J. Mark Baird had to to 14 DIRECT ACTION
Hardin, she was the widow of Clemente in 1964, 1965, 1967
Division II, Barbara Thomas of
and Many Alou in 1966.
his point, Nixon contended the before he could collect his"
Will Grubbs.
VAN NUYS Calif, (UPI)supplies seized in Cambodia doctorate degree from the
Dick Condon, candidate for the
"nearly equal what we captur- University of Rah.
The 154-page dissertation be Republican nomination
ed in all of Vietnam last year"
in the
wrote
in
order
to qualify fOr the 22nd state Senate District,
Wins Prechnos Time
degree
was mistakenly throve believes a lot of voters
He said the Cambodian operare
ations, the object of "an un- out with the trash at the disgusted with candidates "who
precedented barrage of criti- university printing office, Wei sit around on their rear ends."
cism," not only had eliminated 'was printing the final work.
Condon said in an announcean immediate danger to Ameriment
Wednesday
he
had
can forces in Vietnam, but had
Dregon has enough timber indirectly taken action on the
won precious time for the South to build I
million homes eel matter:
Vietnamese to train for the job year forever.
"I can report to the voters of
of protecting themselves and
the 22151 state Senate District
*5*
"insured the continuance and
that I won't be able to do that
cess of our withdrawal proLt. Cot,,John Clenn beesne for at least another week and a
the first American to orbit the half."
Nixon issued another plea to earth on Feb. 20,
Condon was treated for minor
1962.
noi for meaningful negotiawounds at
Valley Doctors
ons. "The door to a negotiated
Hospital and released in good
peace remains wide open," he
'Iexans paid $18.9 million condition after he was attacked
d. "Every offer we have in taxes on liquor
by two large dogs while
during
de at the conference table, 1969,
campaigning door to door.

Paducah Dance Team Waltzes
Off With Mid-America Title

Mrs.Ora Grubbs
Rites Scheduled

Any Broken Bones?
Good News For You!

impossible ta_showee while wearing et,.exesr? Mot
if you. are using the---sletw orthopedic 'caw materiel,
ily MURIEL LEDERER
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
WHILE mechanical engineer Leroy Beightol was suffering
with
• a broken leg some years ago, something really bothered
him.
"There must be a better solution than having to put up with
the
problems of a plaster cast,- he kept thinking.
We've had so much progress in the field of inedicine transplanting of hearts, rejoining completely severed limbs- and
other
developments that almost seem to border on science-fiction.
However, some things haven't changed much at all. The medicine men and wowid-healers of
prehistoric times livid to deal
History records Greeks treatwith fractures ancrAislocations ed club feet by stretching and
from battle or hunting acci- wrapping the foot firmly with
dents,
bandages. These bandages were
We may be a little more so- then impregnated with a White
phisticated, but people still suf- of egg solution in glycerine
fer from fractures and disloca- whieh hardened into a cast_
•
•
tions, though battles have escalated into wars, and "the
THE IDEA of using plaster of
hunt- now takes place in fac- Paris for bandages instead of
tortes ti;icl offices instead of cumbersome splints is credited
forests
to a Flemish army surgeon in
Primitave man discovered a 1852. And so, for the past 100
splint would relieve pain, but years. plaster of Paris has been
that win about the extent of about the only material used for
his knowledge
We've found casts in setting fractures
Stone Age bones which show until today.
evidence of fractures that had
%Her five years of basic reheated in good position. Stone search. Beightol's search for a
Age "surgeons" reduced frac- better solution has produced a
hut's. at first by packing them ' better cast material, called
round with earth or cloy, and Lighti•;ist
Liter by splints and bandages
Thi, new orthopedic cast ma• • •
terial fins a hard. lightweight
THE _ANCIENT Egyptians ,•:ist It.,strong, moisture-remis' applied crude splints to frac- tant and'. allows air circulation,
lured limbs sonic 5.060 years- the completed cast is about oneago In the 4th century. B.0 . !Milt the weight of an. old planHippocrates wrote a book on ,ter ,:ist and gives mime t.ornfractures. the earliest treatment fort and Hiviiility to the pa tient
o( orthopedic probloins.

for Daybook scrapbooks "Mr.
O.
Nast has chosen to pander to
the meanest passions and prejudices of the
most unthoughtful persons of the day." a
New 74o/k World editorial rumbled a century ago, reflecting outraged feelings of
Jason "Jay" Gould, the tannery operator
who founded the Gould fortunes. The stricture was not addressed, however, at the
Thomas Nast conceptign of Santa Claus
taken to hearts in Amea. The great car.

toonist of Harper's Weekly was exposing
nefarious partnerships in New York political
corruption as conspicuous as Gould's with
William Marcy Tweed.
Tweed got his hand on the throttle of the
teerncli
Tammany
a rmroman,volunfiree.ommpa
nptai
chin
a.mabldef
n ye cia
Congressman, election commissioner, school
commissione
r.
commissioner, public works
He was asserted to have exacted in the latter position the million dollars spent to get
New York State legislature
approval or a Tweed-designed
''reforrn charter" for New
York City. This opened up
sources of theft, extortion, and
graft unparalleled in scope in
America before the Mafia Era.
When Nast began. 1870, the
relenUess exposures by ridicule of Tweed, the Tammany
Tiger watt effecting an incidental, long-time intimate relationship with the Southern
De mocratic donkey. This was
N
to prove a decisive factor reCOUNTI'lL peatedly in national eleCIJons
for more than fifty years. At
ri•ltitt
Is
Tweed's bidding the New York
legislature rescinded in 1870
the ratification In 1869 of the

TEJ
• an:

.60cr

15th Amendment (upholding
the voting rights of Negroes).
Tammany machine looting

of New York City and State
Naas before Tweed was de11e
1:1'd from the controls in a
reaction to Nest's car-

(
Tweed cic
arature for "Harper's Weekly" in early
toon
,was to be estimated at
stare
of Nrisioa pen-pointing of the Tammany boss' evil po%irr.'"'
more than $30.000.00.
Copyright () 1970, Clark Kinnaird. Distributed
by King restores OrnSica"

The 131
Source
In Mun
Callowa3

Let's face it.
All is not perfect in this land
of ours.
America has taken some
lumps and quite frankly it hurts.
But maybe we should step
back and take a long hard look
... take inventory of how we
are and how we got here.
Maybe we should inspect our,
brighter side as well as some
of our ills.
And maybe,just maybe, we'll
come out thinking this country's
good side far overshadows
its bad.
Then maybe we'll start to do
something to make it better.
Rather than knocking it, which
ends up making iteworse.

Now comes the big question.
What can you do? You're
only one little individual among
over 200 million people. How
can you help?
For one thing, you might
think abOut investing in your
country. Showing your faith in
its future.
That's exactly what you do
when you sign up to buy U. S.
Saving! Bonds. You're simply
buying a share in Ameri4„
You'ise also socking away
some money for yourself.
Of course, Savings Bonds are
not going to cure all our headaches. But they'll help to provide the economic strength we'll
need for the job.
And at the same time, they
can cure a lot of your financial
headaches in the years to come.
Any way you look at it, they
make good sense..
And that's just
what we need in
this country
right now.
II drew M.5d.t.
aws.wed. wpm La} ,

We call Scott Mc
the Highway Deg
tenance place. We
how rough the
Doran Road whi
ment is all roug
bout a quarter I
says just as soon i
ins the Highwa
will take care of
We appreciate th
or beating arou
Just that it will

Going home late t
and a Rabbit ri
driveway as we
Good luck to M
(Continued on

Logan 131ar
Here On T

Logan Bland,
ployee of the
Fired Tobacco (
tenon, succumbe.
1:45 p.m. at the
way County Hot
He was 64 yes
had worked for
for 20 years. He
of the First Bapt
was born July 19
parents wore tabs

gan Bland and
Bland.
Survivors are
Laura Ann Bias
5th Street, biurrs
ter, Mrs. George
dy, 524 Whitnell
ray; two sons,
1405 Johnson B
Joe Pat Bland, 11
Murray; three MI
Davis of Muinsy
Dockery and Mrs.
of Oklahoma Cit
aunt, Mrs. Sarah(
ray; five grandch
Chris,and Scotty
Dowdy, and Mrs
lard.
Funeral service
Saturday at thre
chapel of the J.
Funeral Home u
rell White ()filch
Burial will be
Cemetery with
ments by the J.
Funeral Home
may call.

Glenda Dale I
Selected As I
Of Cast At Ci
Glenda Dale Gs
ter of Mr. and 1
of Hazel, has bee
member of the
Evening with Pat
ing presented b
land County Play
ville, Tennessee
14. Other singers
dleaton, Raymon
Angela Sparks.
Mrs. Gallimore
band, Michael, ar
at the Tennesss
Technology.
Glenda is a 19
Calloway Count]
and attended Mu
versity before he
Tenn. Tech., she
her studies, wit
music.
Tickets may 1
writing Box 484,
nessee 38555. MI
ances are on Si
p.m. CDT and Si
All seats $2.00
formances every
urday, at 8:00 p.
Special rates fc
be obtained by
UNDERGOES

Take stock in America
Buy US. Savings Bonds & Freedom Shares

J. 0. Parker o
Market underwi
the Western Bap
Thursday. He is
doing fine, wool
from the family

